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Knights prepare for 12th ranked Yellow Jacket~ - See Sports ~ 
A D I G I T A. L C I T Y 0 R L A N D 0 C 0 M M U N I T Y P A R T N E R (AOL Keyword: Orlando) www.orlando.digitalcity.com 
UCF to decide on professor's status 
. . -
after child pornography charge 
SHELLEY WILSON 
STAFF WRITER 
A decision by UCF administration 
may come this week on the employment 
status of the engineering professor arrested 
and charged with a lewd and lascivious act 
on a child. 
UCF suspended Madjid Adam 
Belkerdid, 46, on Sept. 1 with pay while 
the university conducts its own investiga-
tion. The university can still terminate 
Belkerdid even if he is found not guilty. 
Administration is looking at the use of 
computer equipment in the incident. 
University Rule (6C7-4.037) outlines the 
use, responsibility, and enforcement of 
information technology. Certain types of 
information, such as pornography or 
obscene material, are 
not entitled to First 
Amendment protection 
under the United 
States Constitution, 
regardless of whether 
the information is 
printed or electronic. 
Using electronic sys-
tems for improper or Belkerdid 
unlawful activities, 
speech or graphic presentations involving 
obscenity and/or pornographic informa-
tion is forbidden. 
The Sanford police confiscated 
Belkerdids computer as evidence. 
According to Vice Provost Frank Juge, 
UCF will examine several factors before 
making any decisions. 
"We first. will see if any university 
rules were violated and look at the na~ure 
of the offense and make a judgment," Juge 
said. 
Those judgments could include termi-
nation, suspension without pay, or a letter 
in Belkerdids file even if he is found inno-
cent. 
Dean McFall, assistant vice president 
of University Relations, said there is a dif-
ference between the university and the 
court system when handling cases. 
"In a court of law, you must be con-
victed without a reasonable doubt. But in 
an administrative hearing, there is prepon-
derance of evidence," McFall said. 
The attorney representing Belkerdid, 
Arthur Baron, stated that regardless of 
Belkerdids criminal charge does not affect . 
the university's actions_ He said his client 
is not a pedophile and denies he touched 
anyone in an inappropriate manner . 
During the email, Belkerdid thought 
he was dealing. with an adult and that he 
was going to meet an adult, he said. He did 
not ask to n'l.eet, they called him. He made 
no suggestion that they have sexual con-
duct. 
A complaint was made to the Sanford 
Police Department about a 46-year-old 
white male sending personal sexual explic-
it photos of himself via the Internet to a 
12-year-old girl. 
The mother of the 12-year-old told the 
police that the male was going by the name 
of "Adamcas" and he was writing that he 
ARRANGEMENT, Page 2 
Ullion expansion 
lumbers forward 
SPECIAL GRAPHIC 
JOSH MURDOCK 
STAFF WRITER 
UCF continues to live up to 
its nickname, Under Construction 
Forever, as the current renovation 
and expansion of the Student 
Union presses on. Known as 
Project 2000, this 7 million-dollar 
project will add approximately 
40,000 square feet to the existing 
building. 
Mark Hall, director of the 
Student Union, said Project 2000 
is well under construction and 
running on schedule. 
March, is set for April 30, 2000. 
Hall said that some of the project 
might be opened before the com-
pletion date. But most of it will 
not open until late April of next 
year. 
The centerpiece of Project 
2000 will be the addition of the 
Pegasus· Grand Ballroom. The 
ballroom will be 11,500 square 
feet of new meeting room space 
to accommodate groups from 100 
to 1,000 people. 
Before the ballroom, the 
Student Union housed a total of 
17 ,000 square feet of meeting 
room. The opening of the ball-
room will add two-thirds more 
The main part ~f the renovation will include an 11,SOO square-foot ballroom called the Pegasus Grand Ballroom. The 
opening of the ballroom will add two-thirds more to the Union. 
"The building has passed 
some of the critical points in con-
struction," Hall said. 
The estimated completion of 
the project, which began last 
The mic at TKJ's is open; is your mind? 
DIANA MARTIN 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Thursday Knight Jives, or TKJ' s, is a 
monthly event CAB sponsors. This is the 
second year the coffee house poetry read-
ings have been held. 
The jives not only provide Knights 
with a forum to speak and express their 
mind freely, but also a place where anyone 
can go for entertainment and creativity. 
Julian C. The Poet Washington, a 
UCF alumnus, hosted the first jive on Aug. 
26 where he shared many of his works and 
introduced student poets who shared 
works of their own. Washington expressed 
a variety of poems to the audience, sharing . 
an occasional story behind the poems that 
he recited. 
Many of the poets took advantage of 
the mood the jazz music set at the event for 
their readings. Ben Blackford on bass, 
Harrison Light on piano, and Philip Martin 
on saxophone provided the music. 
Keturah Bailey,. or Queen Beat, pro-
vided a strong presence behind the mic. 
Bailey was last years CAB Cultural Arts 
director and is this years Thursday Knight 
Jives program coordinator. 
"I just wanted to express that we've 
really been providing a lot of students with 
a way to let others know what they go 
through each day-good, sad, and funny," 
Bailey said. "Its been great. These jives 
have been full of love and a lot of good 
energy, and I hope they keep growing and 
JIVE, Page 3 
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Hurricane Floyd causes 
-cancellation of classes 
Due to Hurricane Floyd, UCF has 
canceled classes for Sept. 14 and 15 at 
the main Orlando and branch campus-
es. Students should stay tuned to local 
media for information regarding future 
cancelations. 
The university advises all students 
living on or near campus to return to 
their permanent homes or report to a 
shelter. The nearest, first priority 
Orange County shelter is at University 
High School. 
September 15, 1999 www.UCFfuture.com Central Florida Future • 2 
Arrangement for meeting with girl planned over Internet 
FROM PAGE 1 
was a professor, safe to be with and that he 
wanted to meet the girl to have sex with 
her, according to the Aug. 31 police report. 
The graphic photo was taken as evidence. 
While the police were at the resi-
dence, a friend of the family's signed on to 
the computer via the AOL buddy list and 
posed as the girl. The friend attempted to 
get information on who the male was and 
his location. 
The male first believed the girl to be 
17 years old, but one of the officers present 
instructed the friend to advise the man that 
she was only 13 years old. 
This made no difference to the male. 
Three investigators then went to the 
child's borne and arranged for the male to 
come to Lee P. Moore Park to meet the 
girl, believing that she would be alone and 
willing to have sex with him as he 
described over the internet. 
Police ran a crosscheck on the phone 
number the male gave and confirmed the 
number given belonged to a Madjid Adam 
Belkerdid, the report said. 
After the confirmation, a landline 
taped phone conversation was made by the 
girl to the number given. 
The male on the other line insisted 
upon coming to Sanford to meet the girl. 
Again she told him she was only 13 years 
old and it still made no difference. 
A meeting place was made. The girl 
wore a remote recording device and was 
taken to the area agreed upon at 8:45 p.m. 
The girl waited for the man to arrive. 
He told her he would be driving a 
black neon, that he was six feet tall and 
had a short ponytail. 
The male arrived at the park at 8:53 
p.m. and confronted the girl. He placed his 
arm around her neck and then put his hand 
on her breast. 
According to reports, officers then 
moved in and confirmed the male to be 
Madjid Adam Belkerdid and took him into 
custody. He was carrying a UCF Photo ID 
Faculty Card with him. 
Baron said he thought. putting a 12-
year-old out for an operation alarmed and 
shocked Belkerdid and that he turned sex 
down when it was offered to him. 
Baron has not yet received the tapes 
that were recorded that night, but stated 
that there is a good chance for defense in 
this case. 
"Once all the evidence is in, the jury 
would be able to decide that he did not 
inappropriately touch this girl on her 
breast," Baron said. 
Belkerdid was also originally charged 
with sexual battery, but a judge dropped 
the charge for lack of evidence. 
Belkerdids bail was posted at $10,000 
on Sept. 2, he was released after he posted 
bail. His arraignment date is set for Oct. 
12. 
The impact of this case has brought 
UCF a lot of media attention over the past 
few weeks. 
. Belkerdid's resume was even pulled 
off the UCF website due to the heavy traf-
fic. 
McFall said that even though the event 
was unfortunate, he does not believe the 
event had a direct impact on the university 
as a whole. 
"I don't think it has direct bearing, he 
said. As large as this campus is with full 
and part-time faculty most people know 
that things are going to happen that aren't 
always good. There's general recognition 
of that. " 
A lot of students were surprised to 
learn about the situation through TV. 
"I was surprised and concerned that 
somebody who teaches here would do 
such a thing," engineering junior Justin 
Quillen said. "There needs to be more 
security for younger people." 
Engineering sophomore Eddie Lebron 
said he thought this event gave a bad 
image to the program. 
"It makes engineering look bad and 
that people have nothing more to do than 
sit on a computer," he said. "It is pretty dis-
gusting if that's what he did, but I also fig-
ured maybe he really didn't know who he 
was talking to since he was on the 
Internet." 
Belkerdid, a native of Algeria, has 
been with UCF for over 20 years. He 
received his bachelors degree in 1978, 
www.ucffuture.com 
masters in 1980, and doctoral degree in 
1984, all from UCF. 
In 1980, he started working at UCF as 
an instructor of engineering and became a 
professor last year. 
He has been awarded two Outstanding 
Engineering Educator Awards and two 
Electrical Engineering Department 
Teacher of the Year Awards. 
None of the students who are enrolled 
in Belkerdid's class, Communications 
System Design, had any comments on the 
situation. Many of the other classes 
Belkerdid instructed was through FEEDS 
(Florida Engineering Education Delivery 
System) over the Internet. 
Other faculty have been instructing 
the classes since Belkerdid's suspension. 
Eleciio~, postp~ned 
The Senate elections have been 
postpo11ed. oneJ!Ofe week. due to tilnin,g 
and the need tbr more- appointments. 
The elections will.now be held the first 
week of October. 
SG PresidenfAndrew Cupicha said 
this would prevent any 
major disasters and that the. elections 
would not be delayed·any .more. 
Luxury 
Student Living 
At Its Finest 
AT ALAFAYA CLUB 
BRAND NEW COMMUNITY 
Furnished I Unfurnished Apartments With The Works! 
Individual 3 and 4 Bedroom Leases Available 
Rental Rates include Utilities*, Cable w/ HBO, Free Local Phone 
Every Suite Offers: 
• Private Baths 
• Walk-in Closets 
• Individual Phone Lines 
• Local Phone Service 
• Additional Phone Lines 
for Internet Access 
• Ceiling Fans 
• Full-Size Washer/Dryer 
•Microwave 
• Automatic Dishwasher 
• Self-Cleaning Oven 
•And Much, Much More! 
College Suites 
3100 Alafaya Club Drive • Orlando. Florida 32817 
Toll Free: (877) 482-9990 Local. ( 407) 482-9990 
Our Community Features: 
• Convenient Location 
Oess than one mile from UCF) 
• Lighted, Gated Community 
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Facility 
(with Freeweights) 
• Sports Courts 
• Swimming Pool With 
Designer Deck 
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Buy ... or sell? 
D Homework help 
D Fashion secrets 
D Kissing like a pro 
D Mom's best meatloaf. 
Find the answers, or provide the answers yourself. Everyone has 
knowledge that is valuable to someone else - it's just a matter of 
finding each other. At Infostry.com, we connect a world of users to 
each other, so knowledge is always on demand. 
Your knowledge. 
So if you ~ow the hottest unsigned band, need help on your next 
chem test, or think mom's meatloaf is ready for primetime, start 
using lnfostry.com. 
infostry.com 
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UF ticket raffle 
not popular 
with students 
MAYA LAZAROVITZ 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
As the UCF-UF rivalry heat-
ed up, the demand for tickets to 
last weekends game rose to an 
all-time high. However, with 
only 1,000 tickets available for . 
students, and 4,000 tickets avail-
able overall, the supply wasn't 
nearly enough to keep up with 
the demand . 
For the first time in UCF his-
tory, a football ticket raffle was 
held. Students were given the 
opportunity to obtain numbered 
vouchers. At the end of the week, 
one voucher was chosen at ran-
dom, along with the 500 num-
bered vouchers. The students 
with the winning vouchers were 
then able to purchase 2 tickets, at 
a price of $22 each. 
Although the raffle seemed 
like an effective method of deal-
ing with the demand, many stu-
dents were left unsatisfied. Lack 
of advertising for the raffle was 
one problem. -
"Its fair, but I don't think 
enough people knew about it," 
freshman Steven Daniel said. 
However, die-hard Knight 
fans found other ways of getting 
tickets for the Gainesville game. 
"My roommate got them 
from one of his friends," junior 
Brian Croshere said. "It wasn't 
from the raffle. He knows some 
kids at UF who had some extras." 
In addition to purchasing UF 
tickets via Gainesville buddies, 
students also used their season 
tickets as a means of getting to 
the game. 
"My dad and I have season 
tickets, that's how I went," sopho-
more Tony Smith said. 
· As the UCF Knights contin-
ue to take their football to the 
next level, the competition they 
face grows increasingly challeng-
ing. 
However, unless the Knights 
play another Florida team, the 
demand for tickets should not 
require another raffle. According 
to UCF Athletics Department 
employees there are no plans for 
one. 
Free registration with online code I INF333 I 
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FROM PAGE 1 
growing." 
The variety of poets at the 
event provided the audience with 
an array of emotions and 
thoughts. Poetry of love, racial 
equality, power, sexuality, the 
wrongdoing of men, unity, beau-
ty, and sensuality were recited to 
the audience. 
Juan de la Torre, a sopho-
more at UCF and a student poet, 
attended this semesters first jive. 
"Thursday Knight Jive is an 
experience for any student who 
wishes to expand their horizons, 
whether it is .to express their 
views or emotions through lyri-
-
cal, or just to sit down and listen 
to other talented DCF students," 
• • q' 
Torre said. 
Jessica Smith, a frequent jive 
audience member and poet, 
attended the jive also. 
"TKJ is one of the only pro-
grams at this school that is hon-
estly successful at providing a 
forum where anyone feels com-
fortable expressing their innei;-
most dreams," Smith said. "It 
never ceases to amaze me when I 
see the array of colors that stand 
behind the mic and the immense 
passion behind every word, 
thought, or note. Thursday 
Knight Jive provides this campus 
with one beautiful thing: soul." 
§hot!i! Your Information Hit ••• 
distributed by College Press Exchange 
Waiting to Exhale 
If you're tired of smoke-filled bars. you're 
not alone. animalhouse.com asked students 
if smoking should be banned in bars 
nationally. 57% of students said yes, 
citing the fact that second·hand smoke 
causes cancer • 
• brought to you by www.animalhou•e.com 
September 15, 1999 
UCFPD releases 
crime statistics 
UCFPD 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
The UCF Police 
Department has released the 
crime statistics for the 1998 
school year. This information is 
published by requirement of the 
1990 Federal Crime Awareness 
and Security Act, or the Clery 
Act. 
"All U.S. police depart-
ments report their crime statis-
tics yearly to the Federal 
Bureau of Investigations (FBI) 
who, iri turn, publish the 
Uniform Crime Report (UCR)," 
said Sgt. Tom Gorbas, coordi-
nator of UCF's Crime 
Prevention Unit. 
According to Gorbas, the 
Clery Act mandates that all uni-
versity police departments 
nationwide publish a statistical 
campus crime chart of their last 
three years of selected crime 
statistics. The Act also requires 
that the information be pub-
lished in various forms of the 
news media and brochures for 
the college community. 
The Clery Act selected the 
seven categories of crimes that 
the FBI has classified as the 
most serious and are called 
Part-I Crimes: 1) murder, 2) 
rape, 3) robbery, 4) aggravated 
assault, 5) burglary, 6) 
larceny/tlieft, and 7) motor 
vehicle theft. All other crimes 
are classified as Part-II crimes 
in the UCR. 
In addition to the seven 
Part-I Crimes, the Clery Act 
requested the following Part-II 
Crimes listed on the chart as 
well: 1) arson, 2) liquor law vio-
lations, 3) drug law violations, 
and 4) hate crimes by preju-
dices. 
Gorbas said he added the 
Driving Under the Influence 
(DUI) crimes to the chart 
because of concern about the 
crime. 
"Students, staff, faculty and 
visitors are encouraged to stop 
by the police department and 
pick up a copy of the UCFPD. 
Safety Guide, or review it on 
the UCFPD website at 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ucfp 
d," he said. 
The UCFPD Safety Guide 
also provides information on 
police department services, 
"Who They Are and What They 
Do," crime prevention safety 
tips and the campus crime sta-
tistical chart. For more informa-
tion, contact Sgt. Gorbas at 823-
2165. 
www.UCFfuture.com 
Murder/Homicide 
1996- 1998 0 
Manslaughter 
1996 - 1998 0 
Forcible Sex/Rape * 
1996- 1997 0 
1998 • 3 
Robbery 
1996- 1998 0 
Aggravated Assault 
Central Florida Future • 4 
Crimes reported 
toUCFPD 
1996-1998 
1996 I 1 
1997 • 6 . 
1998 • 6 
Burglary 
1996 
1997 
1998 
Larceny/Theft 
1996 
1997 
1998 
Motor Vehicle Theft 
1996 
1997 
1998 
Arson 
1996 
1997 
1998 
76 
••22 
11nm11e1- 43 
13 
ms 
l!IJ7 
0 
14 
I 2 
* Rape, "Nonforced" includes: l)Incest: consentual intercourse between lineal consanguinity relatives 2) Statutory Rape: inter-
course with a minor under 12 years old (no consent by law). This statistic is required by the Federal Crime Awareness Act of 
1990, effective 0 l/July/94 
GRAPH BY REBECCA GRILLIOT 
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EXPRESSWAY 
AUTHORITY 
It's game day, and you've been waiting all week. Cooler 
is packed ... car is ready, only question is ... what.'s the best 
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408 
(East-West Expressway). It's quick, it's easy, and with 
E-PASS, there's no fumbling for change and no waiting in 
line -- just clear sailing to the end zone. So when the big 
day arrives, make sure your game plan includes the 
Expressway Authority and E-PASS . . 
For more information on E-PASS, call (407) 823-7277. 
www . expresswayauthority.com . 
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For information call the Super Soap Hotline: 407-397-6808 or visit the ABC soaps web site at abc.com 
/..U _ Lf,"/ r:.l~llJjP.f:r r - John Callahan "Edmund Grey;' Mark Consuelos "Mateo Santos," Finola Hughes "Alexandra Devane," Vincent Irizarry "David Hayward," 
Michael E. Knight "Tad Martin," Susan Lucci "Erica Kane," Cameron Mathison "Ryan Lavery," Kelly Ripa "Hayley Santos,'' Marcy Walker "Liza Colby-Chandler," Walt 
Willey "Jackson Montgomery" r:;-\: [ 1 ':r~r. r_ 1 ~ 'Jr: r: r 11- L - Stuart Damon "Alan Ouartermaine," Nancy Lee Grahn "Alexis Davis," Becky Herbst "Elizabeth Webber," 
Wally Kurth "Ned Ashton ," Stephen Nichols "Stefan Cassadine," Michael Saucedo "Juan Santiago," Amber Tamblyn "Emily Quartermaine;' Billy Warlock "AJ 
Quartermaine," Jackie Zeman "Bobbie Spencer" 1/ r: : _r:-1: T•~) f J ' I: - Linda Dano "Rae Cummings," James De Paiva "Max Holden," Kassie De Paiva "Blair Cramer," 
DaV'id Fumero "Cristian Vega," Hillary B. Smith "Nora Buchanan," Erin Torpey "Jessica Buchanan," Robert S. Woods "Bo Buchanan," Catherine Hickland "Lindsay 
Rappaport" r,../-'.I r/ ~ ~ r 1'. , _r: :_ - Lynn Herring "Lucy Coe," Nolari North "Dr. Chris Ramsey," Julie Pinson "Eve Lambert," Kin Shriner "Scott Baldwin" 
Celebrity appearances subject to change without notice. Disney NSC20001 
Sex &Health 
Q: My boyfriend's condom 
broke while we were having sex, 
is there anything I can do to pre-
vent a pregnancy? 
A: Most accidental pregnan-
cies can be prevented through the 
use of emergency contraception. 
Emergency contraception (also 
called postcoital contraception) 
refers to methods of pregnancy 
prevention that can be used after 
unprotected sexual intercourse 
has occurred. Emergency contra-
ception differs from chemical 
methods of pregnancy termina-
tion such as rnifepristone (RU 
486) in that emergency contra-
ceptive methods prevent estab-
lishmentmof pregnancy after fer-
tilization occurs, whereas chemi-
cal termination ends an existing 
pregnancy. 
The most commonly pre-
scribed method of emergency 
contraception in the United 
States involves the use of com-
bined oral estrogen/progestin 
pills. This method has sometimes 
been referred to as "the moming-
after pill." 
However, this method is 
effective when the first dose is 
taken up to 72 hours after unpro-
tected intercourse. Preven is the 
first FDA approved emergency 
contraceptive kit. This kit con-
tains a pregnancy test to deter-
inine whether you are pregnant 
from earlier in the month. Two 
doses of emergency contracep-
tive pills are included. The first 
dose must be taken within 72 
hours after unprotected sex. The 
second dose is taken 12 hours 
later. Possible side effects 
include nausea, vomiting, 
headaches, breast tenderness, and 
dizziness. Studies calculate that 
emergency contraception has an 
effectiveness of 75 percent. 
Preven is available by prescrip-
tion from your health care 
provider. 
Do you have a sex or health 
question? 
You can write us at: 
Ask a Nurse-Midwife 
@Clyde H. Climer, M.D. 
521 W. State Rd 434, 
Suite 204 
Longwood, FL 32750 
( 407)332-6611 
Union space will 
be free to clubs, 
organizations 
FROM PAGE 1 
room. It will have the ability to be 
divided into a maximum of nine 
separate rooms giving a tremen-
dous amount of flexibility. 
"The new ballroom will add 
much needed-space for campus 
groups and organizations to 
meet," Hall said. This year alone 
the Student Union is planning to 
host over 12,000 different func-
tions. 
The ballroom will be able to 
host trade shows, job fairs, large 
meetings, and most other events 
clubs and organizations want to 
hold. Also, use of the meeting 
room will be free to all UCF clubs 
and organizations, unlike the 
UCF Arena which is costly to use. 
"Now many of the clubs and 
organization that didn't have a 
chance to hold large events 
because of money restraint may 
do so with the new ballroom," 
Hall said. 
"The beauty of the project 
will not be seen till construction 
is finished," he said. 
Long lines during the lunch 
hour rush in the Student Union 
will not be as big of a problem 
after construction is completed, 
adding three new dining options. 
The first project will be a 
Steak Escape that will feature 
made-to-order Philly cheese 
steaks and chicken sandwiches, 
hand-cut fries and fresh-squeezed 
lemonade. 
Next will be Nectar's that 
will feature fresh smoothies, light 
foods, wraps, and rice bowls. A 
combined store with Mrs. Fields 
and Pretzel Time will have 
America's favorite cookies and 
gourmet pretzels. 
Project 2000 will also 
include new space for the 
Lighthouse Mall. 
STA Travel, Knightwear, and 
KnightStop will all receive more 
space. 
STA and KnightStop will be 
moving, while their current 
spaces will be assigned to new 
stores that have not yet been cho-
sen. 
"More space is constantly 
being needed for new students, 
but construction can't keep up to 
the growth of this college," Hall 
said. 
Construction on the union 
currently takes up all the land the 
Student Union can be build on. 
Hall said up is the next direction 
for expansion. The building can 
be up to four stories tall. 
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Considering 
Graduate School? 
Business School? 
Law School? 
JOIN TRENT ANDERSON, JD/MBA* FOR A FREE 
INFORMATIONAL SEMINAR! 
Trent anderson is the Elliecutl\19 Director of Graduate Pro9rams for Kaplan anu_ 
eontrjbyting editor to Newsweek's How to Choose a Career and Gradu~J~ 
Cate: Wednesday, September 15, 1999 
Time: 6:30 p.m 
Location: University of Central Florida, PCll Room 11 O 
Call 407w273·7111 to reserve your spot! 
KAPLAN' UiF 
SAA 
1 ·800-KAP·TEST 
. www.kaplan.com 
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Taking back·the night 
with anti-violence march 
Event part of sexual assault awarness month 
ELAINE LEBLANC 
STAFF WRITER 
Take Back the Night, an 
event geared toward eliminating 
violence against women, will 
take place at 7 p.m. on Sept. 15 in 
front of the Reflection Pond. 
According to Nancy 
Eastman, UCFs community out-
reach specialist, Take Back the 
Night emphasizes obliterating 
violence against women and 
demonstrates ways women can 
empower themselves to make the 
night safe for them. 
She said the event will 
achieve this by: 
Increasing community 
awareness about violence Issues 
0 Honoring the memories of 
victims of violence and celebrat-
ing the survivors 
0 Serving as a collective 
voice to appeal for a community 
free of violence · 
0 Empowering individual 
men and women to take direct 
action against violence 
issues 
A rape survivor, Kellie 
Greene, will begin with a testi-
mony describing her ordeal. Her 
speech will be focused toward 
giving other victims encourage-
ment and emotional strength. 
Following her lecture, a two-
mile march will ensue on cam-
pus. The trek will include the res-
idence halls, Student Union and 
Greek Row. 
UCF faculty, staff and stu-
dents of either gender are invited 
to join. 
Next, the marchers will 
return to the Reflection Pond . 
Volunteers are invited to share 
poetry, ·music or stories. The 
event will conclude with a can-
dlelight ceremony. 
According to UCFs Victim 
Services Office, one in four col-
lege women has been the victim 
of rape or attempted rape since 
the age of 14. 
At UCF in 1998, one rape 
was reported to university police, 
a decrease . from three rapes in 
1997, said Tom Gorbas, crime 
prevention unit coordinator. 
when Belgium women attending 
the International Tribunal on 
Crimes Against Women walked 
together holding candles to 
protest the violence affecting 
women's lives worldwide. 
In the United States, the first · 
Take Back the Nigh marches took 
place in 1978 in New York and 
California. 
Since then, marches and ral-
lies have extended across the 
country in a national effort to 
provide support, confidence and 
understanding of survivors of 
violence. 
Marches also often include 
musicians and martial arts 
demonstrations. 
Because September is 
Sexual Assault Awareness 
Month, UCF organizations have 
also planned other activities. 
These include Victim Services 
training on Sept. 24 and 25 that 
will educate attendees about vic-
timization and crime. 
Also, a banner contest for 
student groups and clubs is 
planned for Sept. 29. 0 Providing the leadership to 
challenge organizations and insti-
tutions to implement policies and 
initiatives that address violence 
Take Back the Night is a Due to Hurricane Floyd, 
global event that began in 1976 , event may be postponed . 
UCF Bus Minis+rv ·It 
Firft Ba1>tift Church of OviedO 
E.vervone is We(co~e! y~ ) 
c{f 1@1 I 0/fJ~v· Weekly Activities: ~- ~) 
Sunday: (UCF Bus Ministry)* I ~ 'j 
Worship Services 9:30 Er 10:50 ·am 
College Career Bible Study 9:30 Er 10:50 am 
College Career Bible Study . 5:00 pm 
Worship Service 6:15 pm 
*Qur bus will stop at the following locations: 
1st - Alafaya and Central Florida Pkwy. - 8:50 am 
2nd - The Administration Building - 8:55 am 
3rd - Greek Park Drive and Gemini Blvd. North - 9:05 am 
4th -Alafaya and Gemini Blvd. North - 9:10 am 
Monday - 8:00 pm 
Monday Night Football 
Tuesday - 7:00 pm 
Reach-out 
Wednesday - 7:00 pm 
Worship 
For More Info Contact: 
Rick Pughe, College Career Pastor 
407-365-3484 
rpughe@rbcoviedo.org 
FBC OViedo 
45 W. Broadway Street 
OViedo, FL 32 765 
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September 15: 
Auditions for Mr. UCF, 6-10 p.m., Student 
Union 
Theatre Knight, "The Importance of Being 
Ernest," 7:45 p.m., UCF Theatre. 
September 16: 
Auditions for Mr. UCF, 6-10 p.m., Student 
Union 
September 23: 
Thursday Knight Jive Poetry Reading, 7:30 
p.m., UCF Bookstore 
September 28: 
Speaker Jane Elliott, 8 p.m., location to be 
announced 
September 29: 
Speaker James Malinchak, "Chicken Soup for 
the College Soul," 8 p.m., location TBA 
Feeling Hungry ? ... Check Us ·Out ! !I 
$2.99 
Pitchers 
of Beer 
After S:OOpm 
Saturdays & 
Sundays 
Happy Hour · 
2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS 
2· 7 Weekdays 
All Day & Night 
Saturdays 
12269 University Blv~. •Orlando, fl 32817 • 407.282.0505 
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Administrators had 
right to censor student 
yearbook, court rules 
CHRISTINE TATUM 
TMSCAMPUS 
CINCINATTI, Ohio 
(TMS) - College newspapers 
and yearbooks could be subject 
to the same content restrictions 
imposed on many high schools 
because of a federal appeals 
court's ruling backing a 
Kentucky State University 
administrator's decision to con-
fiscate a campus yearbook. 
A three-judge panel of the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit on Wednesday 
rejected the claims of two KSU 
students who accused the school 
of violating their First 
Amendment rights by censoring 
a yearbook and the campus news-
paper. 
The court also upheld the 
university's removal of the stu-
dent newspaper's faculty adviser 
after she refused to censor con-
tent criticizing the university. 
The students, judges said, 
failed to show how the year-
book's censorship and their _ 
adviser's absence (She was rein-
stated after filing a grievance.) 
harmed their rights to free 
speech. 
The ruling has riled journal-
ism professors and groups repre-
senting student journalists 
around the country. 
They worry that the case 
could become a precedent that 
limits 'the scope and tone of stu-
dent publications and reduces 
academic freedom for faculty 
members, who have campus pub-
lications of their own. 
The students won combined 
support from 30 journalism 
schools and programs and colle-
giate and professional journalism 
advocacy group$, including the 
Society of Profesc ional 
Journalists and the American 
Society of Newspaper Editors. 
"In this eountry we don't -
or at least we haven't until now 
- allowed government officials 
to confiscate thousands of copies 
of an otherwise lawful publica-
tion because its cover was purple 
or because it didn't sing the 
praises of a state institution," said 
Mike Hiestand, an attorney with 
the Student Press Law Center. "I 
can't imagine allowing such rep-
rehensible conduct to go without 
a fight to the end now." 
The case stems from a dis-
pute involving the two students, 
who worked on the school's 
1992-94 yearbook, and Betty 
Gibson, KSU's vice president of 
student affairs. After seeing the 
book's purple cover - not deco-
rated in the school's colors -
and leafing through it to find pie-
tures of current events and public 
figures unrelated to the universi-
ty, several photos without cap-
tions and what she considered an 
overall vague theme and title, 
Gibson confiscated all 2,000 
copies and refused to distribute 
them. 
The appellate court panel 
concurred 2-1 with a lower 
court's 1997 ruling that the year-
book was not a "public forum," 
therefore giving the university a 
right to approve its content 
before distributing it. 
Judges Alan E. Norris and 
JaIJ1eS L. Ryan, who ruled in 
favor of the university, said col-
lege publications are subject to 
the same restrictions placed on 
high school newspapers by the 
U.S. Supreme Court in 
Hazelwood School District v. 
Kuhlmeier, a 1988 case that 
deemed high school administra-
tors could censor student publi-
cations. 
In writing the court's major-
ity opinion, Norris reasoned that 
the university had a right to con-
sider the yearbook an official 
publication. 
He noted that KSU's rules 
for student publications, as stipu-
lated in the student handbook, 
contained no disclaimers stating 
that the views of the yearbook 
were those only of students. 
"It is no doubt reasonable 
that K.S.U. should seek to main-
tain its image to potential stu-
dents, alumni and the general 
public," Norris wrote. 
"In light of the undisputedly 
poor quality of the yearbook, it is 
also reasonable that K.S.U. might 
cut its losses by refusing to dis-
tribute a university publication 
that might tarnish, rather than 
enhance, that image." 
In a dissenting opinion, 
Judge R. Guy Cole, Jr., disagreed 
that the yearbook was not a "pub-
lic forum." He also rejected his 
colleagues' application of the 
Hazelwood case. 
"It is worth emphasizing that 
the Supreme Court in that case 
was addressing the scope of the 
First Amendment in the context 
of high school student publica-
tions," Cole wrote. "I believe 
there is reason for courts to 
afford colleges and universities 
greater deference than they do 
high schools." 
School officials said they're 
pleased with the decision. 
Attorneys for the two stu-
dents said they would ask the full 
appellate court to review the 
decision rendered by the three-
j udge panel. 
TMS Campus, 1999 
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Brown U. student survives Turkey. disaster 
SHANNON TAN 
BROWN DAILY HERALD 
(U-WIRE) PROVI-
DENCE, R.I. -
It was 3:02 a.m. on Aug. 17. 
Selin Zalma '02 woke up to 
shouts from her grandmother. 
Her bed was shaking. 
Vases fell from the shelves 
and shattered into pieces on the 
floor. 
That was when she realized 
it was an earthquake. 
Together with the rest of her 
family, she ran out of their house 
in Istanbul, Turkey. 
Zalma said that the streets 
were packed with people stand-
ing around, shocked and afraid. 
Strangely, the sky was brightly lit 
with stars. 
"It was the brightest night I 
ever saw," she said. 
This was nature's irony, con-
sidering the devastation that the 
quake, measuring 7.4 on the 
Richter scale, left behind. 
More than 15,000 people 
were killed, and up to 600,000 
were left homeless at the quake's 
epicenter, Izmit, and its surround-
ing towns and cities. 
"Izrnit looked like a war 
zone, like the houses had been 
bombed," said Tanla Ozuzun 'O 1, 
who visited the town after the 
earthquake. "They put red cross-
es on the houses where there 
weren't any people alive." 
The overwhelming stench of 
rotting dead bodies is something 
she cannot forget, Ozuzun said. 
"They were transporting 
bodies in huge refrigerator 
trucks," she recalled. 
Dead bodies were crammed 
into an ice skating rink in Izmit, 
as authorities hastened to bury 
the dead to prevent the spread of 
disease. 
Electricity was cut off for 
over a day, and phone lines were 
jammed, said Ipek Sarac '02, 
who was in Istanbul when the 
quake hit. 
Sibel Horada '02 was in the 
south of Turkey when she heard 
about the earthquake. "Half an 
hour later, I managed to call my 
parents," she said. "But after that, 
there was no communication - I 
only knew what was happening 
by watching TV." 
Yola Habif '01, who was in 
the United States, was initially 
unable to contact her parents in 
Istanbul. 
"I was so worried," she said. 
"My mother later said [the quake] 
was the longest 45 seconds of her 
life." 
The death toll, which has 
been rising steadily as the thou-
sands missing are presumed 
dead, has shocked many. 
Zalma initially assumed that 
the devastation caused by the 
quake was minimal, since the 
only damage done to her house 
were cracks in the walls. 
"I was watching TV, and 
thought only 50 people died, but 
my father said it was 20,000," 
Zalma said. "I told him, 'No, 
Dad, it can't be."' 
Public anger in Turkey has 
been running high against con-
tractors whose shoddily-built 
apartment houses collapsed in the 
quake. 
In the town of Duzce, prose-
cutors issued arrest warrants for 
33 people believed responsible 
for the collapse of several build-
ings. 
"I had a friend in Izmit 
whose aunt and cousin, who lived 
opposite him, died in the quake," 
Habif said. "Yet his house, which 
was right across the street, did not 
collapse." 
Unfortunately, there seems 
to be no clear solution to prepare 
Turkey for the next big quake, 
which geologists predict will 
likely hit within a few decades. 
"The government can't take 
· . .• ,, 
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all the buildings down and 
rebuild them," Horada said. 
"There's just not enough money." 
The government should take 
a more serious stand against con-
tractors who build poorly-con-
structed homes, Ozuzun said. 
There should also be more 
earthquake drills, Sarac said. 
"Even though I knew I was sup-
posed to stand in the doorway, I 
was too shocked to -do anything." 
Turkey needs proper rescue 
teams, Ozuzun said. 
"We were using Red Cross 
tents from World War II," she 
said. "When it rained, everyone 
got wet. When the American 
team came, they built these amaz-
ing tents that had bathrooms, hot 
air and cold air controls." 
"We're very thankful to the 
countries who helped us, espe-
cially Israel, the United States, 
Germany, and Greece," Habif 
said. "Germany stopped a big fire 
in an oil refinery that lasted for 
two days." 
The most important thing 
now is to put up winter housing 
quickly for the thousands home-
less in a region that usually turns 
cold around mid-October. 
"We sent money and 
clothes," Zalma said. "Even two 
months from today, people are 
going to need clothes." 
More than 1,000 aftershocks 
followed the quake, including 
5.2-magnitude and 4.6-magni-
tude tremors within 20 minutes of 
each other on Aug. 31. 
Seismologist~ said the tremors 
and aftershocks could continue 
for months, according to the 
Associated Press. 
And on Sept. 7, an earth-
quake with a magnitude of 5.9 
struck nearby Athens, Greece, 
killing at least 60, according to 
recent estimates. 
The main effect on Istanbul 
residents was psychological. 
"You can't sleep," Sarac 
said. "I could feel my bed shak-
ing at times." 
"People [frequently] shout 
'earthquake!"' Horada said. 
Even when Zalma arrived 
back in Providence, she said, she 
was still scared. 
"I told Ipek [Sarac] that I 
could feel the ground shaking," 
she said. 
Sarac told her, "No, the 
ground's stable here." 
The Turkish Association at 
Brown will be raising money and 
collecting clothing for those left 
homeless after the quake. Contact 
president Tanla Ozuzun for more 
information . 
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Straightening Out Those Mixed 
Messages From Your Professor 
Write 
TOM HARLAN 
FSVIEW 
Professors must think stu-
dents are stupid. After reading the 
Princeton Review rankings, they 
probably think they know why 
we spend all day doodling, drool-
ing and daydreaming. What they 
don't realize is that the problems 
between us and them are often 
because of poor communication, 
not binge drinking. 
It's hard to listen to instruc-
tors when you don't know what 
they are saying. 
So here are some funny for-
wards that will help you under-
stand your teacher's lectures. Just 
don't try them on foreign TAs 
who teach math. 
Here's what professors say 
- and (what they really mean): 
This needs some minor revi-
sion. (I never actually got around 
to reading this.) 
My office hours are by 
appointment only. (I'm never in 
my office.) 
10 percent of your grade is 
based on class participation. (I'll 
be fudging your grades). 
This won't be on the test. 
(Nap time!) 
Bring the text to class. (I 
don't have a clue how to lecture-
we'll just kill time with group 
read-alongs.) 
Not much is known about .. 
. (I don't know anything about) 
We'll be spending a fair 
amount of time on this important 
concept. (This was my disserta-
tion topic.) 
Talk to me in my office after 
class. (Get out of my face.) 
The tests will all be multiple-
choice. (I take questions directly 
from the study guide and have 
grad students do all my grading.) 
Do.n't come in late during 
my lecture. (I have the attention 
span of a fruit fly.) 
Save your questions until the 
end. (See above.) 
The final will be comprehen-
sive. (I'll expect you to recapitu-
late in two hours everything I 
couldn't fully cover myself in 15 
weeks.) 
Everyone will prepare in-
class oral presentations. (This 
course is outside my specialty-
I'll just bluff it and let YOU 
teach.) 
There are two TAs available 
to help you. (I can't be bothered.) · 
This year I'll be scaling the 
• All Stadium Seating 
• All Digital Sound 
grades. (I just passed tenure 
review.) 
Let's break up into quiet dis-
cussion groups. (I have a hang-
over.) 
Let's have class outdoors 
today! (I had beans for lunch.) 
You won't be able to sell the 
text back to the bookstore. (My 
contract wasn't picked up.) 
Well, that answer would be 
beyond the scope of the course. (I 
haven't a clue.) 
Ha, ha . . . (That was sup-
posed to be funny.) 
Please note the last day to 
withdraw. (The midterm's gonna 
suck.) 
The answer to number four 
is "b," and just skip number 17. (I 
only got around to making up the 
test last night.) 
The second list is optional 
reading. (I have a rich fantasy 
life.) 
I haven't had a chance to 
make up the syllabus for this 
c_ourse yet. (The department chair 
stuck me with teaching this 
course at the last possible 
minute.)q 
Well, it was on the syllabus. 
(I'll hold you responsible for this 
even though I forgot about it 
myself.) 
We'll just skip the term 
paper this semester. (There was-
n't enough in the budget for a 
TA.) 
Bring a No. 2 pencil to the 
exam. (See above.) 
Attendance is required and 
will be counted in your grade. 
(I'm so boring that no one would 
show up otherwise.) 
Read chapters five through 
10. (I'm not coming in at all next 
week.) 
We'll have to cover this 
chapter quickly. (I screwed up the 
lecture schedule.) 
Let's go over the exam. (Half 
of you failed.) 
It was in the textbook. (I 
made it up.) 
I'm postponing today's 
exam. (There's stuff on the exam 
I forgot to cover.) 
Don't write on the question 
sheet. (I'm so lazy I just use the 
same exams every semester.) 
Next time we'll see a film. (I 
ran out of lecture material.) 
Don't worry, that won't be 
on the exam. (Ask someone who 
cares.) 
© TMS Campus, 1999 
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What does UCF stand for? 
JOSH MURDOCK 
STAFF WRITER 
Maybe you are new to this campus, or 
· maybe you are an old-timer, but you might be 
wondering what UCF stands for? 
All right, maybe I have been living in 
central Florida too long but UCF was always 
known as U Can't Finish. 
I don't know about the rest of the student 
population but I plan on graduating in the 
near future. 
So that is one name ruled out, at least for 
those of us that have more then three credits 
over a six year time period. 
I mean we just had the 100,000th diplo-
ma awarded, so somebody must be finishing. 
I know UCF doesn't stand for Blair 
Witch University because, first of all, the 
acronym just doesn't match up. 
But maybe it should be, the school would 
make a killing in publicity and have people 
lining up at the doors three days before it 
opened for business just to see how scary col-
lege life can be. 
How cool would it be to have a stick fig-
ure for the mascot, like the one used for the 
movie? 
Everyone could draw a stick figure and 
there would never be a problem for the entire 
student body to carry them around at a game. 
Who couldn't make one of those? 
There are some woods nearby, I'm sure 
people have been lost in them while making 
out behind the bushes or trying to find alu-
minum cans to pay for books. 
I thfnk we have a winner here, but for 
some reason, I don't think the administration 
would go for that idea. 
I might be drifting off in la la land but 
one day it could be really cool. 
Another great name would be Under 
Cl~ss Freshman. 
Wow, does the university have a ton of 
those students. 
Well, maybe that would not be a great 
way to attract new students, especial older 
ones only if they're looking for that young 18-
year-old to pick up. 
Don't get me wrong, freshmen are won-
derful, what would college be without them? 
One acronym that every student can 
relate to is Under Construction Forever. 
Every minute there seems to -be a new 
building popping up, a new parking lot being 
built, and bulldozer about to run you over. 
UCF really needs the construction, who could 
guess that the student body would- double in 
the last seven years. 
UCF is getting to be one of the largest 
schools in the country and all the new class-
rooms and parking areas are definitely need-
ed. 
This name fits pretty well other thari the 
fact that in 10 or more years there will be no 
more land for the university to build on. 
Let's rule this name out, but keep it in the 
back of our minds. 
I'm sure everyone has heard a million 
different ways to say UCF, but I think its bet-
ter to stick with what works. 
University of Central Florida is the best 
bet, since its plain, simple, and everyone 
should know that you 're from that school that 
those Blair Witch people came from. 
Central Florida Future • 11 
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Marching 
Knights 
Take the 
Swamp 
ANDY LURIG 
STAFF WRITER 
The Marching Knights, 
UCF's marching band, joined the 
football team in Gainesville last 
Saturday for their bout with No. 
4 Florida. While the game did 
not end favorably, UCF fans and 
UF fans alike were left with 
something to smile about. 
The Marching Knights per-
formed throughout the game 
with as much intensity at the end 
as in the beginning. 
Radio and television suc-
cumbed to the musical 
onslaught, as the sound of the 
Marching Knights rang out in the 
background of announcers even 
during post-g~me. 
The halftime show was as 
memorable for the Marching 
Knights as it was for the UF fans 
in The Swamp. Two minutes till 
the end of the Marching Knight's 
performance, 85,000 in atten-
dance were standing and cheer-
ing. It did not stop until one 
minute after the performance 
ended, when UF's Pride of the 
Sunshine took the field. 
·Upon leaving the stadium, 
many UP fans approached band 
members and complimented 
them on their performance. 
The UF fans themselves, 
with a history of being bad hosts 
to incoming bands and fans, did 
not live up to their reputation. 
For most fans attending, they 
found their hosts to be quite gra-
cious. 
But the visit to the Swamp, 
though graced with a warm wel-
come from fans and UF band 
members, was not without its 
bumps . 
The stadium security and 
officials were anything but kind. 
Equipment necessary for the 
bands performance was not 
allowed in the stands. The seat 
allotment for the band was too 
small to fit the Marchi_ng Knights 
230+ members, and the 
Marching Knights were not 
allowed to bring coolers of water 
into the stadium. Many UCF 
band members began to wonder 
whether they would be allowed 
to play at all, or if the cheerlead-
ers would be allowed to perform. 
Through all the bad karma, 
UF band members took extra 
steps to make up for stadium 
staff. They provided large cool-
ers of water and Gatorade after 
half time, and assisted UCFs 
police escort in an effort to dis-
courage UP fans with negative 
intentions. 
Saturday night, the football 
team left their mark at The 
Swamp, as did the Marching 
Knights, UCF fans, and cheer-
leaders. They left with one mes-
sage, "We'll be back in 2006", 
and have no doubt, UCF will be 
ready and willing . 
September 15, 1999 
www.UCFfuture.com 
THE BIRDCAGE LINER 
ANDYLURIG 
STAFF WRITER 
I'm getting very frightened. 
Flipping through channels, 
listening to current events, play-
ing around online, I begin to fear 
the worst. 
I'm not sure how Webster's 
Dictionary defines entertainment, 
and frankly, I don't care. What 
entertains me is something that 
gives me pleasure: mental, emo-
tional. sexual, etc. 
However, while a brutal 
murder will stimulate an emo-
tional response from me, it's not 
entertainment. 
on PBS, nor am I a supporter of 
no violence on television. They 
are both measured in degreesb 
but the temperature is rising. 
Television has reached a new 
level: shock TV. 
Take the Crocodile Hunter 
on Animal Planet. This 
Australian is nuts. If you haven't 
seen or heard about the show, 
you're the exception, not the rule. 
He goes around tracking, 
jumping on, toying withb croco-
diles, deadly snakes, warthogs, 
etc. His show has become one of 
the most popular of shock TV. Is 
it entertaining? Yes. Is it bad 
entertainment? No. I love this 
guy. The reason: He jumps in a 
lake and swims after an alligator, 
and tells everyone how danger-
ous it is. He doesn't encourage 
the behavior from his viewers. 
COLLEGE PRFSS EXCHANGE 
shows are the icing on the cake. I 
appreciate current events as much 
as the next person, but the news 
shows attempt to make the show 
more entertaining. 
I personally am not enter-
tained by thr~e minutes of weath-
er, two minutes of sports, and 25 
minutes of accidents, murders, 
and various other deaths. 
Call me human, I don't smile 
much at funerals. 
So what's next? 
With censors becoming less 
and less lenient, and the public 
becoming more animalistic, 
who's to say that in 10 years, the 
next episode of Cops willinclude 
one rape, two captures, and one 
electrocution? 
I'm not entertained. 
But wait, let's give us some 
credit, and say that society draws 
the line. I can put money on it 
• 
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In the history of the world, 
there have been various grue-
some methods of entertainment, 
such as public hangings. By 
today's standards, a public hang-
ing is an unethical method of 
punishment. The problem is, if it 
were still done, the public would 
want it on TV or the Internet. 
Lefs move on to Guinness 
World Records. Record holders 
show their talents by placing 
tarantulas in their mouths, pierc-
ing their bodies and hanging 
weights off of piercing rods, blah, 
blah, blah, yackety, schmackety, 
you get the point. 
I , 
though, that give some person 15 I 
minutes, a T-3 line, and a bit of 1 i-to-----------------------...., 
Don't believe me? There are 
people who fight for the right to 
watch criminals die in the electric 
chair on TV. Imagine that as a 
fundraiser on PBS. 
Everyone (society and its 
censors) gripes about sexuality 
on the TV /Internet and its effects 
on "the youth of America". Ever 
consider what a public electrocu-
tion would do? 
I'm not condoning Playboy 
Central 
Here is · the kicker: They 
encourage people to break the 
records by doing these dangerous 
tasks. What are they thinking? 
Is this entertaining? For 
most, it's just gruesome. What's 
next, open-heart surgery? 
But wait, there's more. News 
skill and there will be a web-page 
up with live feeds of the previ-
·ously mentioned events. 
The Internet is great, I spend 
too much time on it myself, but 
its entertainment value can dete-
riorate just as quickly. 
So let's solve it. 
Oh, you thought I had the 
answers? I would, except I'm 
going into the real world now, 
and watch a football game. I hope 
it's entertaining. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Student asks for school outcry about parking 
As a UCF student, you have 
experienced some kind of frustra-
tion when you try to find a park-
ing space these days. 
Let's consider the following 
hypothetical scenario: 
You have a class that is held 
at 8:30 a.m., and today you have 
an exam. This exam is very 
important to you because it 
weighs 50 percent of your grade. 
You are a good student and 
you prepared very carefully for 
the exam. You arrived at the main 
campus at 8: 10 a.m., 20 minutes 
before your class starts; however, 
you got to your class one hour 
late and missed the exam because 
were unable to find a parking 
space. 
Your professor did not give 
you a make-up exam because 
he/she did not agree with your 
excuse. So you failed the course. 
For a three credit hour course, if 
you are an out-of-state student, 
you paid almost $1,000 for the 
course (as opposed to an in-state 
student's fee of $300). 
A year later, Harvard 
University refused to accept you 
to any of its MBA programs 
because you had a lower GPA 
than your competitors. Your 
dream of studying at Harvard 
came to a crashing halt. 
Your friend faced the same 
situation: he/she couldn't find a 
parking space, but knew the con-
sequence of missing the exam. 
He/she parked his/her car at a 
place where one is not allowed to 
park so he/she can take the exam 
_ on time. His/her car got towed 
and, of course, he/she must pay a 
ticket for traffic violation and 
towing expenses. 
You and your friend are both 
unhappy. Both of you went back 
home and opened the UCF cata-
log to find any section that relates 
to parking issues. You couldn't 
find anything related to the mat-
ter you are concerned about. 
You did some research and 
found out that for the fall semes-
ter of 1999, UCF had 32,000 stu-
dents even though it can only pro-
vide 11,000 parking spaces. 
You said to yourself: "Wait a 
minute, its not my fault. The only 
two choices I can have here are: 
fail my class or pay a ticket." 
As a student, you pay your 
tuition and fees to get a "special 
product" knowledge. 
So you are a customer, and 
UCF is a "business organization" 
even though it is a non-profit 
organization. As a customer, you 
paid for tuition, fees, and a park-
ing decal. 
When you register for a 
class, you don't sign any contract 
that relates to the parking lot, but 
in common sense you suppose 
that you could find a parking 
space in less than 20 minutes. 
UCF doesn't violate any laws. 
But I have the following ques-
tions to ask you: 
1. Does UCF violate com-
mon laws? 
If you remember, about six 
months ago, some online 
inves.tors experienced difficulties 
in logging on to their online bro-
ker web-sites because it was 
overloaded - more customers 
than their capacities to handle the 
transactions. 
It resulted in the loss of their 
investments. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) 
was investigating the case and 
asked the online brokers to pay 
.back the losses that their cus-
tomers may have had. 
Some online brokers paid 
back and apologized for the 
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unfortunate incident. Some 
investors were satisfied, but some 
investors showed their dissatis-
faction by moving their· accounts 
to reliable online brokers. My 
question is: does a non-profit 
organization have a different 
standard than a profit organiza-
tion? 
2. If you were asked to pay a 
fine, would you pay for it or 
would you ask someone who rep-
resents UCF to pay for you? 
(because you protested your 
legitimate benefits) UCF may not 
violate the laws, but do you think 
the university faces an ethical 
issue here? 
It is a current issue. It is a 
business and ethical issue. And it 
is an important issue that directly 
relates to your rights. 
There is no judge on this 
case but you. Please take your 
stand. 
Either you are on the side of 
the university or you are on the 
side of the student. 
Thank you, 
Rieu Le. 
This time, 
Nancy 
didn't know 
In response to the article that 
appeared in your Nancy Knows 
column, "Desperately Seeking 
Attention", a girlfriend com-
plains that her boyfriend has 
become impressed with himself 
since he's started working out 
regularly. 
I would first like to praise 
this boyfriend for developing 
such a healthy sense of self con-
fidence. 
I myself admit to being con-
fident, even bordering on cocky, 
but I have come to learn that 
being obsessed with your image 
and putting time and care into 
your self-appearance will get you 
a lot farther then neglecting 
yourself will. 
His girlfriend is obviously 
insecure; my advice to her is that 
she follow the example her 
boyfriend has set and develop 
some self confidence of her own. 
If she learns to enjoy her 
appearance as much her 
1 
boyfriend enjoys his, she won't 
need to rely on his constant 
acknowledgment. 
Needless to say, I complete-
ly disagree with Nancy's advice 
to this girl. 
You must be able to love 
yourself before you can love oth-
ers; am I right? 
Moreover, this is the time of 
every young adult's life when 
they should be most concerned 
with themselves above everyone 
else. 
Krista Zilizi 
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PHOTO BY PATRICIA CANEDO 
Left to right, Jessica Matthews, Jason Flora, Mindy Sheperd-Anders, Chris Taylor, Shane Serena and Jennifer Smith were some of the highlights in the Theatre UCF's production. 
Wilde's 1895 Tiie 1m11anance at Being Earnest. Theatre 
UCF's First Production of the Season is a Success 
MAGGIE GUNTHER 
STAFF WRITER 
What happens when you com-
bine an enthusiastic and hard-working 
cast with a fun and witty play at just the 
right time? · 
You get Theatre UCF's produc-
tion of The Importance of Being Earnest, 
and a wealth of resources for the theatre 
program. , 
Oscar Wilde wrote the 
Importance of Being Earnest in 1895. 
Wilde's original purpose of the play was 
to ruthlessly critique the "false moral 
principles and social values of high 
British society." 
The plot revolves around a mis-
taken identity and it takes place in 
Victorian England in 1895. 
Although the focus of the play 
is somewhat lost on modern viewers, its 
comedic elements are certainly not. 
Mary Waitley, an attendant of 
the Friday night showing, said that 
although the dialogue was hard to follow 
at times because of the players' accents 
and some "in jokes" of the time, it was 
"a lot of fun." 
The entire cast and director did 
a wonderful job. Jason Flora and Jessica 
Matthews were delightfully "wicked" as 
the outlandish "Algie" Moncrief and 
Cecily Cardew. 
Shane Serena's performance 
was also a highlight. He offered up 
cross-gender hilarity as a deep-voiced 
"Lady" Bracknell. 
The time and effort of everyone 
involved with the play was evident. 
Edith Riesinger, a theatergoer, said 
"Everything about the play was good. 
The actors were good, they did a great 
job." 
Directed by Jim Helsinger, the 
show is opening play in. the Central 
Florida Theatre Alliance's "Go Wilde!" 
season, a series of 17 events that feature 
the works of Oscar Wilde. 
According to Joeseph Patti, the 
business manager of the show, Theatre 
UCF is growing quickly, and partner-
ships such as this are very good for the 
theatre. 
The long list of benefactors 
inside the playbill are a good indication 
of the growing resources that are avail-
able to the theatre. 
Earnest runs on the weekends 
of September 9 thr-0ugh 12 and again 16 
throughl9. 
The first weekend was sold out. 
If you haven't got tickets yet, call the 
box office at ( 407) 823-1500. Student 
tickets are only $5. 
For a guaranteed laugh, check 
out The Importance of Being Earnest. 
- - - - -
Top, Miss Fairfax and 
John Worthing take a 
bow as an unhappy lady 
Bracknell looks .on. 
left, Shane Serena steals 
the show with authority 
as Lady Bracknell. 
Above, Oscar Wilde's 
1895 The Importance of Being Earnest has been capti-
vating audiences all over the world for over 1 00 
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The Sublime Art and Cran ol the Mix Tape 
RYAN WALSH 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Mix tape: a blank tape, usually 90 
' minutes long, filled with songs and bits of 
dialogue chosen and arranged by a person 
in order to convey a certain feeling or idea 
to another person. 
That's a basic definition of a mix 
tape, although the rules can get complicat-
ed. 
For example: 
1. Never put two songs by one 
artist on one mix tape. 
2. Never put a song on a mix tape 
that gets cut off at the end of a side. 
3. Although all mix tapes should 
have titles, often lifted from lyrics from 
one of the tape's songs, it is up to the mixer 
whether he/she wants to design a cover. 
You don't need to be a scholar or 
do any research to know all that. In fact, 
there's a good chance you've been making 
and receiving mix tapes from friends and 
romantic interests for many years. 
There's even the claim that the 
mix tape has become the love letter of our 
generation. When you feel 
close to someone and don't know exactly 
how to say it, perhaps Bob Dylan or Barry 
White does. 
So, press play, hit record and then 
wham! You've told her, "I Want You," 
without even opening your mouth. 
Many people remember certain 
things about old girlfriends or boyfriends 
by the mix tapes they received during the 
relationship. 
·By this notion, some tapes 
become too painful to listen to due to their 
associations and sit dormant for many 
years, perhaps never to be listened to 
again. 
But not all mix tapes are about 
relationships. Mixes are made for running, 
road trips, lifting weights, studying and 
just about any activity that allows you to 
be in the vicinity of a stereo or a Walkman. 
Some are. designed_ to inform and 
to educate. "Oh, you've never heard The 
Kinks? I'll make you a mix." 
If there's any question as to 
whether mix making is an actual art form, 
just study the mix making techniques of 
others compared to your own. Everyone's 
got their own modus operandi and idiosyn-
crasies. 
For example, some people have 
all the songs lined up and ready to go, 
while others play it by ear, choosing each 
song when it comes time to commit it to 
tape. 
Some list the song titles and 
artists inside the tape, others just the song 
titles, and some bold mix makers just leave 
it a mystery, causing the listener to search 
out who sings which song and what album 
it's from. 
Some weave a certain theme 
through the mix by selecting songs with 
similar topics or lyrical content. Break-up 
songs, songs of inspiration and songs to 
get busy to are all common mix tape 
themes. 
With the ever-growing popularity 
of CD burners: the mix tape faces a do or 
die situation as the millennium approach-
es. Will people transfer the practice to 
CDs? Why not? 
Although right now there's less 
" 
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room on a blank CD (74 minutes com-
pared to analog tapes' husky 90), there's 
more space to make artwork for the cover. 
Plus, there's the CD advantage of 
being able to skip over songs you don't 
care for. And there's always at least one 
song on a mix tape that you just loathe. 
"Why the hell did he put that 
Sonic Youth song on this? He knows I hate 
it." Fast forward no more- press advance, 
and the listening enjoyment continues. 
Regardless of their purpose, mix 
tapes often become time capsules of what 
used to be in our lives. 
If you were to dig out tapes you 
made or received 10 years ago, chances are 
you would be shocked and embarrassed 
about the songs you enjoyed. 
But chances are they would also 
stir memories you weren't even aware 
were still kicking around. 
So if you get the chance, dig out 
that box of tapes from underneath your 
bed, find "Wicked Awesome Mix No. 7," 
. and get ready to take a trip back to your 
often awkward and always bittersweet 
past. 
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Brison Releases 
His Fourth 
Autobiographical 
Travel Memoir 
ERIN FAFOG_LIA 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
In a comedic manner, Bill Bryson explores the Appalachian 
Trail in his autobiographical fourth travel memoir "A Walk in the 
Woods." 
After spending 20 years in Great Britain, Bryson tests his 
goal of reconnection with Ainerica's woodland by setting out to cover 
2,100 miles of terrain in this trail-mixed novel. During his journey, 
Bryson discovers that distance takes a change when traveling on foot. 
Bryson is accompanied on his journey by Stephen Katz, an 
old friend who is equally overweight and out-of-shape. The two 
chums spend months trekking through a wide range of elevations and 
deep wood explorations. Bryson and Katz humorously encounter ran-
dom wildlife, bizarre locals and novel hikers . 
. In the beginning, the adventurous tone is heavy when Bryson 
reads several nonfiction books weeks before he sets out on the trail. 
Awaiting his upcoming voyage, he spends long, snowy win-
ter nights in his New Hampshire home. Meantime, his wife peaceful-
ly slumbered beside him, reading accounts of hikers and campers 
being mauled in their sleep or plucked from trees in attempts to 
escape. 
The reader joins Bryson in a suspended feeling of gut-
wrenched dread and is kept in anticipation of the adventure Bryson 
will encounter on the trail. 
Throughout the novel, the extreme physical conflict is evi-
dent with both travelers. After one week, Bryson loses ten pounds. At 
times, Bryson and Katz succumb to the weather and terrain by hiking 
to civilization, hailing a cab and spending nights in a mom-and-pop 
motel. 
Bryson 's descriptive style makes the reader feel as though 
each leaf-coated step is being taken with him. His stories fuel his self-
esteem, allowing him to continue hiking through hellacious storms 
and sweaty summer months. Bryson's determination is inspirational. 
He and Katz spend the majority of the hike nursing blistered 
feet, shoveling down luke-warrn Ramen noodles and pondering the 
meaning of life in the mother of natural settings. Rediscovering them-
<>elves and their surroundings, Bryson and Katz acquire a newfound 
respect for nature, their families and most importantly, themselves. 
The reader not only experiences a humorous, vicarious day-
1y-day account of the hike, but is informed with Bryson's well-
~searched facts of the Appalachian Trail's history and natural com-
osition. 
Bryson provides entertaining, educational tales in this whim-
cal chronicle. His observant eye inspires comedic writings through 
,s five million steps of the trail and manages to charm a laugh out of 
.1e reader with each turn of the page. 
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Race tor Oscars Begins with Sarandon, Costner 
LINDY O'DONNELL 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Summer movies often bring 
action and glamorous big-budget, big-
name movie stars to the silver screen. But 
in the fall, studios emphasize drama and 
romance arid often release their soon-to-be 
Oscar-nominated flicks.The last fall before 
the millennium is no exception with more 
tearjerkers than blow-up tests competing 
for your entertainment dollar. 
/ 
Seotember 
0 In mid-September, former MSU 
student and Hollywood director Sam 
Raimi will release his newest flick, "For 
Love of the Game." 
Kevin Costner and Kelly Preston 
star in this look at a retiring Detroit Tigers 
pitcher, who looks back on his prestigious 
career. 
0 In "Best Laid Plans," three 
friends, played by Reese Witherspoon, 
Josh Brolin and Alessandro Nivola, are on 
the cusp of adulthood when one of them 
disrupts their lives forever. 
The lives of the three friends are 
thrown off-track when Brolin's character 
decides to change his life for the better, 
only to alter the lives of his two friends. 
"Best Laid Plans" is directed by Mike 
Barker and written by Ted Griffin. 
0 
"White Boys," directed by Marc 
Levin of "Slam" fame, focuses on Flip, a 
white boy so influenced by hip-hop he 
wants to leave his Iowa town and move to 
inner-city Chicago. When an African-
American teenager from Chicago moves to 
the Iowa town, he agrees to take Flip and 
his friends to Chicago. There, the group is 
met with more surprises then they ever 
imagined. 
Veteran rappers Snoop Dogg and 
Slick Rick make cameos in this small fea-
ture. The two are also featured on the 
movie's soundtrack. 
October 
0 In "Lost Souls," Winona Ryder 
returns to the screen with "The Truth 
About Cats and Dogs" star Ben Chaplin. 
The movie is also the directorial debut of 
Janusz Kaminski, the cinematographer for 
"Saving Private Ryan." 
Like so many recent movies, the 
story of "Lost Souls" deals with the super-
natural and follows a woman (Ryder) who 
tries to convince a journalist (Chaplin) that 
the devil is trying use his body and return 
to Earth in humap form. 
0 An ensemble cast of up-and-
coming young actors stars in the sexy 
drama "Body Shots." 
Like spring's "Election," the 
point-of-view changes from character to 
character throughout the film, .giving the 
viewer a wider perspective of the saucy 
events of a previous night. 
"Body Shots" is directed by 
Michael Cristofer and stars Jerry 
O'Connell, Sean Patrick Flanery and Tara 
Reid. 
0 
"Simpatico" focuses on a love 
triangle starring Lyle (Jeff Bridges), 
Vinnie Webb (Nick Nolte) and his girl-
friend, Rosie (Sharon Stone). In the horse-
racing world, the trio organize a scam, 
only for it to be disrupted when Rosie and 
Ly le abandon Vinnie and run off together. 
Vinnie returns 20 years later to play out his 
revenge on his former friends. 
"Simpatico" also stars Catherine 
Keener and Albert Finney and is directed 
by first-timer Matthew Warchus, who co-
wrote the screenplay with .Oavid Nicholls. 
0 The violent "Fight Club" also is 
scheduled for release in October. 
Starring Brad Pitt, Edward 
Norton and Helena Bonham Carter, "Fight 
Club" details the lives of several yuppies 
who take out their violent tendencies in a 
secret, underground fighting club. 
November 
0 
"Anywhere But Here" stars 
Susan Sarandon of "Dead Man Walking" 
and Natalie Portman of "Star Wars 
Episode 1: The Phantom Menace" fame 
and tells the tale of a mother and daughter 
moving from their small Wisconsin town 
to Beverly Hills, Calif. in the summer of 
1995. 
Throughout the picture, Portman 
takes on the roll of maternal provider to 
her mother as Sarandon's character search-
es for Mr. Right and they both learn to 
appreciate each other. 
"Anywhere But Here" is directed 
by Wayne Wang, director of "The Joy 
Luck Club," and is based on a novel by 
Mona Simpson. 
0 Big tobacco is exposed in 
November's "The Insider," starring "L.A. 
Confidential'" s Russell Crowe and "The 
Devil's Advocate" star Al Pacino. 
Crowe plays tobacco executive 
Jeffrey Wigands, a man who tells all to "60 
Minutes" and suffers the consequences. 
"The Last of the Mohicans" and 
"Heat" director Michael Mann takes on 
this already controversial movie, with 
screenplay by Eric Roth and Mann, from 
an article by Marie Brenner. 
0 
"Toy Story 2" makes its debut 
during Thanksgiving Day weekend. This 
sequel to "Toy Story" features the voices 
of Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, Don Rickles, 
Annie Potts and several others. This time 
around the toy box, Woody is kidnapped 
by a collector and Buzz Lightyear and his 
friends from the toy room decide they 
must save their friend. Pixar, again, takes 
on computer animation. 
December 
0 Academy Award-winner Jodie 
Foster and action star Chow Yun-Fat star in 
"Anna and the King," previously filmed as 
the musical "The King and I" and the 
movie "Anna and the King of Siam.'" 
Shot on location in Malaysia, the 
movie is about King Mongkut and his rela-
tionship with British governess Anna 
Leo now ens. 
The movie is directed by Andy 
Tennant, who also directed "Ever After." 
•FAT ASS BURGER• THE HEARTBURNER • SillY CHEESE STEAK• COLLEGE CLUB• I 
• 
Come check out our new menu items! 
Phone 282-1900 
Fax 282-1905 
Located in the UCF 
Student Union 
Locos Pool Tournament 6-8 pm Every Friday! 
~ 
-~ ~ 
~ 
VJ 
VJ 
"'t:l 
t:'r.j 
C"'.:i 
~ 
• 
• MAMAS MEATBALL SUB • SNAPPERHEAD SANDWICH • ITALIAN STALLION • BLTC • 
ACROSS 
1 Green shade 
5 Louver 
9 Hold firmly 
14 Caspian feeder 
15 Office note 
16 Lofty nest 
17 "Beloved" author 
Morrison 
18 Terrible tsar 
19 Let live 
20 Accompanying 
22 Sword choice 
23 Boil 
24 Chicken caller 
26 Greek peak 
28 Operative 
32 Turf-cover.ed 
land 
36 Sports channel's 
letters 
38 Donkey's 
lament 
39 Beer choice 
41 Put back 
43 Tel _-Jaffa 
44 River in Tuscany 
46 Searches for 
47 Forte 
49 Actress Samms 
51 Beatles' 
drummer 
53 Enticement 
58 Principle of good 
conduct 
61 50-50 odds 
63 Fang 
64 Pinball miscue 
65 Parker's 
nickname 
66 Go along with 
67 Singer McEntire 
68 Needle case 
69 Touches down 
70 Mineral veins 
71 "Auld Lang _" 
DOWN 
1 Germanic 
invaders of Kent 
2 Got up 
3 Sock hop 
4 "Middlemarch" 
author 
5 Hits, old-style 
6 Jacob's third 
son 
1999 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
7 Coetzer and 
Plummer 
8 Country east of 
Fiji 
9 Radon and neon 
1 o Possible to 
mend 
11 Part of U.A.E. 
12 Male parent 
13 Equal 
21 Valerie Harper 
sitcom 
25 Old Norse 
character 
27 Prophet 
29 Highland hillside 
30 Insufficiency 
31 "Lyin' _," 
Eagles hit 
32 Meat in a can 
33 Hand signal 
34 Touched down 
35 Called on again 
37 School dance 
40 "Doctor Zhivago" 
character 
42 Holy hymn 
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45 Having more 
chutzpah 
48 Engraves 
50 Some rays 
N 'rl 
0 V'J 
l 'rl 
52 Backward: pref. 
54 Ear parts 
55 Solidarity 
A I I N 0 l 
3 ~ l y 1:1 n 
1 s 3 a 'r/ r 
56 Second 
viewing 
57 Singer Gorme 
58 And others: Lat. 
59 Roman robe 
60 Car tooter 
62 German river 
• •.!)-·~l Q~ ( I 1 I 1' f; I 1.l.\1 l 11 .. 1 l 11. 
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Sonic 111111enture Showcases seua's New 
Powerful Video Game Console, Dreamcast 
ERIN FAFOGLIA 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
A new console's flagship needs 
to be a great game to buoy the system; 
Sonic Adventure is such a game. 
With a massive and beautifully 
executed world, Sonic Adventure is an 
appropriate evolution for Sega's hedgehog 
franchise. 
The game has two main phases; 
action stages and adventure fields. 
Adventure fields involve running around 
looking for items in one of three main 
areas. 
Action stages involve running 
around courses really quickly and picking 
up rings; in other words, classic Sonic 
gameplay in at least three dimensions. 
The visuals in the game are 
superb. Sonic leaves footprints in the sand 
when running on a beach, and the dol-
phins jumping over him are surrounded 
by spray. 
The environments are full of 
detail and interactive inhabitants. 
The 
Dreamcast's 
graphic 
chops are 
evident in the 
breadth and 
depth of this 
game. 
The 
storage size 
of the 
Dreamcast's 
GD-ROM 
medium is 
evident in the 
amount of 
sub-games 
on this disc. 
SCREENSHOTS COURTESY OF SEGA 
whack a mole around the world with the Dreamcast's 
with Sonics 
instead of 
moles. 
But 
the chao-rais-
ing 
mini games 
are the best 
of the bunch. 
You 
can hatch 
eggs in gar-
dens within 
the game, 
give the 
resulting 
creatures 
(called chao-
s) animals 
which they 
can emulate 
and then race 
the chao-s 
against each 
other. 
online capabilities. 
But the most magnetic feature is 
the ability to download a chao into the 
Virtual Memory Unit and play the 
minigame Chao ,Adventure in the bath-
room, standing on the hood of your car or 
wherever you want to play it. 
The virtual pet can fight other 
chao-s it encounters, and you can feed it 
to better its stats. 
To get fruit to feed it, you must 
win an addictive little game of concentra-
tion. Simple and insidious. 
On the down side, you can not 
skip cinema scenes in Sonic Adventure 
that you have watched before, and the 
music seems bought at some third genera-
tion grunge fire sale. 
But otherwise, the game is mas-
sive, has a wide range of playing types 
and boasts the finest visuals of any game 
like it. 
Sonic Adventure will likely be 
the best selling Dreamcast release title 
and that only makes sense; it.has some-
thing for everyone. 
The game's palette is extremely 
large based on the system's 128 bits, and 
it makes for seamless gamescapes. 
In 
addition to 
the vast 
action and 
adventure 
stages, there 
are also 
mini games 
on the disc. 
You can 
snowboard, 
fish or play Graphics are beautifuly·render'd in Sega's new video game. 
You 
can race your 
chao-s with 
people 
0 Dreamcast is sef to be officially 
released this month in stores across the 
country. 
Where it matters most. 
p 
r 
As one of the world's leading diversified technology companies, we're breaking new 
ground in everything from defense and commercial electronics, to aviation, to 
engineering and construction. As a Raytheon employee, you' ll contribute to the 
development of exciting, revolutionary technology designed to make life better, easier, 
and safer throughout the world. Such as our STARS air traffic control system. And our 
award-winning NightSight™ technology. 
But it all starts with you. Your creativity. Your knowledge. And enthusiasm about the future. In 
return, we offer exceptional training and professional development opportunities. A supportive, 
down-to-earth work environment. And incredible benefits including flexible schedules 
designed to respect your quality of life. 
So you can still show off all those great qualities of yours outside of work, too. 
We have a lot to tell you about Raytheon and the exciting opportunities we have available. 
Plan on visiting our booth at your college career fair. If you are unable to attend the fait, 
please e-mail your resume to: resume@rayjobs.com (ASCII text only; no attachments), 
or mail to: Raytheon Company, Attn: National Staffing Data Center, P.O. Box 
660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75266. U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an 
equal opportunity employer. 
Opportunities are available for exceptional students with the following majors: 
• Aeronautical Engineering • Computer Science • Management 
• Chemical Engineering • Electrical Engineering • Marketing/Communications 
• Civil Engineering and • Finance/Accounting • Math 
Construction Management • Human Resources • Mechanical Engineering 
• Computer Engineering • Industrial and Labor Relations • Physics 
Check out our Website at WWW.rayjObS.COm/CampUS for further information 
including a calendar of recruiting events. At Raytheon, we strive to be the employer of choice for a diverse workforce by 
attracting, retaining, and recognizing the most talented, resourceful and creative people. 
Bringing technology to the edge 
-Raytheon 
• 
• 
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* 500/o off admission to 
Disney's Blizzard Beach 
or Disney's Typhoon lagoon. 
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Dear Nancy Knows, 
Oh my God!! After my boyfriend and I 
of 7 months made love I told him I loved him. 
He didn't say anything. He just rolled over 
and pretended to fall asleep. I tried to talk to 
him about it but he said he was too tired. 
That was one week ago and neither of us 
has mentioned it since. I'm really embarrassed 
Should I ask him or just assume that he 
I 
to bring it up again but I'm curious to know if 
· he feels the same way. 
~=======================================================:--! doesn't and accept it? I DON'T GET PAID! 
•.. • ,·... . (:: . . ' . ,;~:=·-:. ... . _.•/·'. --·-, ... _. ':' - ·.. . .• ·• ' .' . . ·i.· .. · __ ._ .. _,. :-·:· .. · .. · .· .- .... -· .·.·: .' ·: -· ·, •· . . ·-. '' ·- •· ·-· ~ 
Instead «>f earni~g dollars end cents in the workpr:oce-
Eorn a sense of accomplishment by hefping the community! 
Volunteering is a.great way to lend a hand and show your compass1on. 
r 
And hey- Vclunteering doesn~t look too bad 
on your resume eitner! 
Efderly and f)isobled 
Ii• .. ·.·.'_·· .. '··.~.· rr f1\ -meets Wednesdays @ 7t20 P~tn. in' the V\Jtr office r[. Heclfli ~ encl Mental Haltll . . ~s Tue$doy$ ~ neon in the VUCF office 
~~ond~a 
·mots Tuesdays @ t p,IL in ~~e VUcE office 
-:'~~ ... I'{/~ •Or ha.De you.r ctub or Otganitation becom~ a part of ()Ur • 
UCF ~eio.1 Proj~~ts Boord -rneef'irtgS TO be QnnotJf1CCd Fun~J r' d'I~ Acn •\\I&. $..'l'tie~ F~ ~$ a!lix-..o·:,; ti' 1 ~~ Stuu.:"n; G~\'«nm.<i;i A'l''-\Xnllfott 
la~l1thtl.na: Voi1,1n1• .. eriam 
For more information about Volunteer UCF or any or the atRM! t~mmittees, please contact us: 
823-6471 
Student Union~ Room 208J. 
http:f/Wl't'.W;pegasus.cc.ud.tdu/-yucf 
I Sincerely, 
Lost in love. 
Dear lost in love, 
j How good is the sex? I mean if your man 
is a master at the wild thing that could easily cause an "I 
love you" to escape before, during and especially after 
getting busy. 
I'm just curious as to why you chose that particu-
lar time to be the moment of truth. 
. The bedroom is a very intense and complicated 
place; there's clothes thrown everywhere, the bed's a 
mess and there's all that sweat...you throw in some emo-
tional chatter and the whole place could go up in flames 
or cause one to grow very sleepy. 
It also sounds like you and your boyfriend could 
·have two different ideas as to what is actually happening 
in bed. 
I You said you two "made love", it seems like he_ 4-
might beg to differ. But of course there is only one way to ~ 
I find out, you must ask him. 
This time do it with your clothes on. Perhaps 
while you are out to dinner, driving in the car, or taking a 
I walk, basically in any place he won't be able to turn over 
and fall asleep at. 
Never assume anything. Didn't anyone ever tell 
you what happens when you do that? If you don't know, 
now is not the time to find out. 
Simply tell him how you feel and after seven 
months he should be able to tell you the same. Maybe he 
loves you, maybe he doesn't. Whichever the case don't let 
him disregard your concerns let him know this deserv~s 
to be recognized. 
(e-mail your questions to nancy@ucfluture.com) 
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-An August Knoxville News-Sentinel story pro-
filed the self-described "prophet (that) God spoke 
of," Richard Settle, 44, who began spreading the 
gospel three years ago by vandalizing buildings in 
several states. Sometimes, he warns people of the 
impending New World Order merely by painting 
religious symbols on the buildings; in other 
instances, he spreads the Lord's word by urinating 
on the walls. He has been charged with crimes in 
10 incidents and convicted so far in three. Settle's 
mother said his behavior stems from a fractured 
skull 21 years ago when he was hit by a car. 
-According to a Chicago Tribune dispatch from 
Rome, it is a well-known August ritual that animal 
shelters are flooded with abandoned dogs and cats, 
exactly coinciding with the peak time for Italian 
vacation departures. What's worse, wrote the 
Tribune, citing press reports in Rome, is the uptick 
in the number of disabled parents who are dropped 
off at hospital emergency rooms by the same 
departing vacationers. 
Career Skills: Use 'Em or Lose 'Em 
In June, according to police, former master bank 
robber Stephen Reid, 49, who had gone straight 
since 1987 (having written a best-selling novel and 
married an acclaimed poet), unexpectedly returned 
to his craft by robbing a Royal Bank branch in 
Victoria, British Columbia; however, he and his 
partner were arrested after a brief chase and 
shootout. And in April, Forrest Silva Tucker, 78, 
who was so brilliant that he once escaped from 
California's San Quentin Prison on a jerry-built 
river float, was arrested and charged with robbing 
a Republic Security Bank in Jupiter, Fla.; however, 
his car crashed into a tree after a brief chase. 
Smooth Reactions 
-Recent Rages: Donovan Moore, 43, was cited 
ror disorderly conduct in April in Janesville, Wis., 
after he impatiently cut into a line of cars in a 
funeral procession and then made obscene gestures 
at the mourners. And from the Barberton (Ohio) 
Herald police blotter, May 27: ''A 33-year-old 
West Virginia man drove his vehicle into a 30-
year-old Barberton woman's fence, then tore her 
gate off its hinges. He had driven to town to try to 
have sex with her, but she refused, so he drove 
back to West Virginia." 
-Victoria Smith, 58, was arrested in March after 
pulling a gun on Pastor Chester Miller of the 
Saddle (Ark.) Baptist Church during the closing 
prayer because he hadn ' t preached from 
Revelations, which was important to Smith for her 
feud with another church member. And Wesley 
Free, 44, was arrested in February after firing on 
the congregation at the Church of the First Born in 
Oklahoma City, allegedly because the pastor 
wouldn't remove his name from the membership 
rolls. 
Latest Rights 
-Last year, Susan Bauer claimed she couldn't cut 
her grass (and thus violated an ordinance of 
DeForest, \Yis.) because she was protecting exotic 
prairie plants. However, when that excuse was 
rejected, she filed a lawsuit in July 1999 claiming 
that she has a bad back and that making her mow 
her lawn violates the Americans With Disabilities 
Act. 
-In June, state regulators threatened to pull the 
license of Monique Dostie's home for retarded 
people in Lewiston, Maine, over her prohibition on 
residents' sexual activity and sexual materials. 
Dostie refused, citing her Catholic beliefs, her res-
idents' limited abilities, and the absence of com-
plaints from their families. The state stood firm on 
the sexual rights of the retarded, and in August, 
Dostie shut down her home and left the state. 
-In July, the Arkansas Supreme Court tossed out 
the DUI conviction of Michael Norris because 
police had administered a field sobriety test in his 
bedroom. Police had gone to his home on a tip just 
after Norris had arrived somewhat inebriated and 
were let into the house by Norris' mother-in-law. 
The court ruled that warrantless searches for DUI 
offenses were illegal and that the mother-in-law 
couldn't legally give permission for anyone to 
enter Norris' bedroom. 
Alcohol Was Involved 
Introducing a new category, to acknowledge that if 
people didn't drink, there wouldn't be enough 
News of the Weird for a weekly column: In a June 
issue of the New England Journal of Medicine, 
two doctors affirmed that decapitated rattlesnake 
heads are still capable of injecting venom and that 
research shows that "young men," "particularly 
while intoxicated," disproportionately receive such 
bites by "voluntarily" engaging the snake's head. 
Pedagogy Survey: Nude Students, Nude 
Teacher 
In May, officials at Langara College in Vancouver, 
British Colymbia, canceled a course on shaman-
ism after learning that instructor Lennart Aastrup 
had convinced his 23 students to take off their 
·clothes in class so they could better identify their 
bodies' energy patterns. Two weeks earlier, Los 
Angeles police had arrested elementary school 
teacher Wendell Smith, 46, after his fourth-grade 
students turned him in for stripping during class 
and making obscene gestures. 
No Longer Weird 
Adding to the list of stories that were formerly 
weird but which now occur with such frequency 
that they must be retired from circulation: (35) The 
dog that steps on his master's gun, on the trigger, 
causing the gun to fire and hit the master, some-
times fatally, as happened to a 51-year-old man in 
the town of Bad Urach, Germany, in August. And 
(36) the pack of animals that breaks into a liquor 
storage area, drinks up, and then goes on a drunk-
en rampage, as happened in March and April with 
rats (moonshine at a police station) and monkeys 
(liquor samples in a government testing lab) in 
New Delhi, India. (Authorities could tell the rats 
were drunk because they were attacking cats.) 
Least Competent Criminals 
Criminals Imitate the 3 Stooges: Donnell 
Taylor, 35, was arrested in June and charged with 
burglary of a Pasadena, Calif., nursing home; 
Taylor had opened a sliding glass door for a quick 
getaway, but an employee later closed it, and 
Taylor's subsequent crash through the door left a 
blood trail, which police followed to make the 
arrest. And a man in a ski mask and with gun 
drawn rushed the front door of the formerly 24-
hour (but now 6 to 11) E-Z Serve store near 
Tallahassee, Fla., in July at 11:15 p.m.; ~e man 
slammed into the locked door, stunning himself 
and knocking two packets of marijuana out of his 
pocket before he escaped. 
(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O. 
Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or Weird@com-
puserv-e.com.) 
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AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN 
Serrilc over 6SIJ.(J(J(J Floridians 
Special Student Dental Plan 
Low aremiums for UCF Students 
Call 644-5500 for free student pkg 
or iafor@amdeatalp/Jla.com 
Teresa I. Teramae P. A. llUL,. . 
,.,. ..... 8 ... , ••• 
................ 
Toll Jl!'ree- Ou1i .tde Plo:rtda 
'Tiie only name rou neecll 
OWN A ROllE + BOOM JUTE PAYS YOIJll JIOBTGAGB! 
The difference between a good agent and a great one is experience. 
Please call me when your in the market for a real estate professional. 
WllYRENT? -STOP mROWING MON Y DOWN THE DRAIN? 
REAL ESTATE IS A SOLID INVESTMENT! 
• 11111 
STUDENT 
LEGAL 
SERVICES 
university of central florida 
PROBLEMS WITH? 
•LANDLORDS 
•NAME CHANGE 
•UNCONTESTED 
DISSOLUTION 
NEED? 
•A WILL 
•INSURANCE 
•CONTRACTS 
•POLICE 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES 
STUDENTS WITH ASSISTANCE IN 
SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS 
LANDLORD/TENANT, CONSUMER, NON-
CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED 
DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS 
CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND 
REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT 
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY S.R.C. 155 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-5PM 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.ed.u/-stulegal 
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Student Govt Association 
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GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS 
LIVE WELL 
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I 
I (Not Valid on "Bogo") 
I With Coupon Only. Suncrest GNC Only. I 
L-----------------------~ 
• Vitamins/Minerals 
•Herbs 
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• Sports Nutrition v~-;j 
GNC Suncrest Village 
University and Dean Road 
Next to Publix 
678-5441 
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Chemical Bros •. 
Surrender 
It's been a good summer for 
electronica. With solid new releases in the 
last few months from Underworld, Orbital 
and The Prodigy (well, a mix CD, at 
least), we techno-geeks have had some-
thing to rave about. 
Now returning to the fray are the 
Chemical Brothers, the artists who paved 
the way for the ubiquitous Fatboy Slim 
and helped start big beat - techno's ver-
sion of pop music. 
The British duo released 
"Surrender," their third album, this sum-
mer. A far cry from the block rockin' 
beats of their 1997 breakthrough album, 
"Dig Your Own Hole," "Surrender" is a 
melodic and spiritual journey through the 
evolution of acid house and ecstasy cul-
ture. 
Tom and Ed, the Chems' alter 
egos, met 10 years ago in Manchester 
while they were both students of Chaucer. 
Manchester of the late 80's, a period also 
known as "Madchester," was at the epi-
center of the beginnings of electronica, in 
· particular of acid house music. 
"Surrender" hearkens back to the 
glory days of raving, when it was about 
the music and the culture. 
Right from the first track, the 
album sucks you in with "Music: 
Response." 
The song beeps and clicks out a 
heavily computerized Kraftwerk-style 
melody, until a massive trademark 
Chems' big beat drops and a thick, techno 
bass line drives the song along as a digi-
tized voice repeats "Music, response. 
Music that triggers some kind of 
response." 
The album gracefully slides into 
"Under the Influence," a frenetic, 
whirling number which leads seamlessly 
into "Out of Control" - almost as if it 
were written in order to serve as a bridge 
for the two tracks. 
"Out of Control" is the first col-
laborative effort with another artist on the 
album. The vocals are sung by Bernard 
Sumner of New Order (the seminal 
Manchester electro synth-pop group of 
the 80's) and backed by Bobby Gillespie 
of Primal Scream. 
The contrast of Sumner's halcy-
on voice with the Chems' break-neck 
rhythms is a perfect example of what pop 
music should be in the age of electronica. 
This song could fit in just as easily on a 
top forty station as in a dance club. 
Among the other collaborations 
on "Surrender" are "Let Forever Be" with 
Oasis singer/guitarist Noel Gallagher, 
"Asleep from Day" with Hope Sandoval 
of Mazzy Star and Jonathan Donahue 
singing on "Dream On." 
"Let Forever Be," an homage to 
the Beatles, is the strongest of these 
tracks·. The song could have been a b-side 
to "Tomorrow Never Knows," which is 
my favorite Beatles number. 
A mix of psychedelia and elec-
tronica with a robust snare-heavy drum 
beat, this is another of those "what mod-
ern pop should be" songs. 
The high point of the album 
comes right after this piece, at about the 
halfway point, with "The Sunshine 
Underground." Starting with the slow 
ethereal plucking of a synthetic-sounding 
Over 30,000 Square Feet 
of ·Fitness Featuring: 
Strength Training <I> Cardio Kickboxing 
Spinning G Treadmills G Lifecycles 
Aerobics • over 50 clases per week 
Stairmasters G Cross Trainers 
OVer 50,000 LBS. of Free Weights 
Two Locations Convenient to UCF 
WINTER PARK 
· University & Goldenrod 
679-0778 
OVIEDO 
Alaf aya Square 
365-8444 
STUDEMT DISCOUMTS AVAILABLE! 
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guitar, saturated in a heavy flute line, the 
song gradually grows into a fast-paced 
single drum rhythm that keeps building 
and building until the bottom drops out. 
A massive WHOOSH comes 
over the song as the bass kicks in and the 
flutes float back into the mix, creating a 
pure ecstasy rush strong enough to fill 
Twito. Phoah! 
The second half of the album, 
aside from the fuzzy, old skool, 
techno/house number "Hey Boy Hey 
Girl," is far more sedate and mellow -
stuff that could be playing in the chill-out 
room of any self-respecting dance club. 
While many of the songs on 
"Surrender" have the-potential to be club 
anthems, as a whole this album is all 
about the beauty of each individual 
melody, not just the danceable beats. 
As an indicator of how well this 
album is crafted, from beginning to end 
each song flows fluidly into the next, and 
it is sometimes difficult to tell them apart. 
Just about anyone who has ever 
had a positive experience while clubbing 
can relate to the feelings "Surrender" 
evokes, and even those who normally 
aren't into techno should find this a very 
pleasant surprise. 
-Philip Z. Kimball 
Megadeth 
Risk 
It has been 15 years 
since Mega-deth first began 
stomping a hole in the music 
world. 
And with its eighth 
album, Risk, the hard-rock sta-
ples have corrected past failings 
to create a sound that few other 
bands have had the privilege of 
reaching: solid music that's 
heavy yet stunningly harmo-
nious. 
A spine-chilling string 
introduction into the energetic 
"Insomnia" kicks off the album, 
and Megadeth never lets up. 
There's something for 
everyone on Risk, from the 
power of vintage Megadeth on 
"Prince of Darkness" to the fast 
rock-driven track "Seven." 
The band even turns 
melodic on "I'll Be There" and 
Breadline," two songs that fea-
ture frontman Dave Mustaine's 
impressive vocal attributes. 
Lead guitarist Marty 
Friedman's embellishments, 
aided by music legend and pow-
erhouse producer Dann Huff, 
hurl Risk into a three-dimen-
sional soundscape. 
Megadeth 's latest hit 
single, the sports anthem "Crush 
'Em," is also found on Risk. 
Risk is one of the few 
albums in existence that caters 
to both the angriest of metal fans 
and their light-hearted mothers. 
With the unresistable 
Risk, Megadeth has broken 
through the barriers of the metal 
it helped build. 
-Erik Fong 
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FOR SALE 
For Sale - Close to UCF. 2/2 Mobile home in 
gated, golf community. Pools, tennis, etc. 
Motivated seller. Why pay rent? Call 208-
1916 or 275-6690. 
1988 Toyota Van LE, A/C, CD Stereo New 
Tires, Towing Pkg, excellent shape & condi-
tion asking $1,800 Jose@ 658-0952 or e-mail 
ChiefJGLA@aol.com 
Pentium II 400 mhz, 64 mb ram, 8 mb AGP 
video, 56k modem, Surround Sound, Spkrs, 
mic, 44x cd-rom, J 5" monitor, brand new, in 
box, warranty. $749. Call Chris 312-0840. 
°FOR RENT 
Room for rent on 10 acre Horse Farm or will 
exchange room for help with horses and house 
cleaning. Ask for Frank 365-9866. 
For Rent - Nice Studio Condo -
University/Goldenrod area. New dishwasher 
and murphy bed. $490/month includes water. 
Call Scott 678-9881. 
Large 2 BR 2 BA apt., very quiet, walk to 
school, nice view, rent is $475 per month, 
(407)° 349-2723. 
HELP WANTED 
Be A Marketing Representative - Versity.com, 
an on-line academic resource center, is seek-
ing Campus Marketing Representatives. 
Responsibilities include advertising, marketing 
and market research. Valuable experience, 
resume builder. $8-$10/hr. Apply @ 
www.versity.com 
We are looking for 2 motivated students who 
are interested in owning their own web-based 
business. We will provide startup for right 
people. Details, e-mail: tedge@bellsouth.net. 
Mothers Helper - Flex hours, Maitland/Winter 
Park. Childcare - 1 child. Light cooking, 
homework, errands, occasional weekends. 
Valid Florida driver's license, references. 
(407) 629-0114. 
CNA/CNE Computer Specialist. 
Part-time on campus for undergraduates. dou-
glas@ucf.edu 
Part-time (after-school ) nanny wanted in Dr. 
Phillips for one six year old child. Must be 
non-smoker, have own transportation and be a 
strong swimmer. Competitive pay. Call Paula 
or Mike (407) 521-8175. 
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up 
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone num-
ber for Michael@ (800) 797-5743 ext. 316. 
Greeks earn $450-800 with easy 3-hour 
fundraiser event. No sales. Limited availability 
so call today! Leave your name and phone 
number for Robert @ (800) 797-5743 ext. 
305. 
Ladies! Earn $100 to $200 per night selling 
roses in elegant nightclubs such as Roxies and 
Backstage. Wear beautiful dresses and work 
with style while you earn $25 to $50 per hour! 
Hours are short - 9 pm - 3 am. Part-time is 
Friday and Saturday. Fulltime is Wednesday -
Saturday. Nights go by fast, top salary, quality 
people I Must be 19, own a car and have a 
great personality. Join our team! Call Tracey 
at 521-8003 or Renee at 977-0449. 
www.UCFfuture.com 
Help Wanted - Valet Parking Attendants need-
ed. Clean driving record and the ability to 
work under strenuous physical conditions are 
a must. Many locations. $7.00 to $12.00 an 
hour. 25 positions must be filled immediately. 
Apply in personal at the Marriott Downtown 
located next to the arena or the Omni Rosen 
on International Drive. 
$$GET PAID WHILE GOING TO CLASS$$ 
Versity.com, an Internet notetaking company 
is looking for students to be Class Research 
Coordinators. Earn while you learn. $7.50-
14/hr. Apply@ www.versity.com. 
Orlando Regional Lucerne Hospital would 
like you to volunteer. Positions available in PT 
& OT, Transitional Care, Radiology & other 
departments. If interested call , 649-6222. 
Babysitter needed to watch two boys in the 
afternoons from 2:30 pm - 6:00 pm each day 
in Tuscawilla neighborhood. Call 366-1539 
after 6:30 pm if interested. 
Christian Preschool Teachers, Afternoon 
Teachers (3:00 - 6:00 pm), Substitutes & Bus 
Driver fro field trips needed for Union Park 
Christian School, 10301 East Colonial Drive, 
Orlando. If you love children and God, call 
282-0551. 
Typing with Editing 
$2.00 per double spaced page 
Call Pam @ (407) 365-2569. 
Valet Parking - Hotel Parking Management is 
now hiring for the busy season. Apply now, 
we have positions available in the Disney, 
downtown and Maitland areas. Make $9-$12 
per hour to start. Must be friendly, outgoing 
and clean cut. 
Call 382-3482 Mon-Fri 10 am- 4 pm. 
679-5144 
Complete Line Of 
Fresh: Silks, Plants, 
Flowers 
~ M ... ~, 
..... " ..'t!J j ,;_:_:' ~ 
-,. cf.Sc,.DES T 
Fax: 679-.6787 
15% Discount to 
All Students & 
Faculty with I.D. 
Wire Service or 
Delivery available 
over phone with 
Major Credit Card 
" Same Day Delivery" 
A Full Service Florist 
TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY 
1345 Howen Branch Road 
Winter Park, FL 32789 
407-629-0050 
10069 University Blvd 
Orlando, FL 32817 
407-679-5144 
(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza) 
wire service excludes discount www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes discount 
We service to 
ALL parts of 
the country 
LIPOSUCTION 
Costs less than you may think. 
I 
, lm i 
c===i 
83 0 Dr. Thomas R Trevisani 629-4100 AMERICANHOF PLASTlC AND R c ucnvE 
SURGE .INC. 
*Board Certified *Financing Available .. 
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Customer Service Reps - Sears Logistics 
Services, Inc. is hiring delivery consultants. 
No selling. Starts at $6.50/hour and can earn 
$7.00/hour after 90 days. PT 20-35 hours per 
week, flexible schedule Sun-Sat. Tuition reim-
bursement. Apply in person Tues-Fri 9 am-
4 pm at 3825 Forsyth Rd, Winter Park, or call 
(407) 677-2018. Dept SLS, HR EOE/AA. 
Swimming Instructor wanted must be 
experienced and certified $9.50/hour flexible 
schedule P/t or Fff. Call 699-1992. 
SERVICES 
Drowning in Debt??? 
Non profit agency available to assist with debt 
consolidation program. 
- Stop collection calls 
- Lower interest 
- Consolidate into one payment 
- Licensed & Bonded 
- Free consultation by phone or in person. 
Call free 24 hour message (407) 772-2298 or 
call office direct at (407) 599-0057 x 1. 
Parties, Hay Rides, Bon Fires, Horse Rentals. 
Two locations. Oviedo Area/St. Johris River. 
Boating also available. Discount for students. 
365-9866 or 365-9815. 
ROOMMATES 
Sub-leaser wanted for College Park 
Community-May 10 - August 10, l 999. 
Excellent location. All utilities included. Pool, 
tennis, etc. $355.00 per month or $1,000.00 
up-front for 3 months. Call Shawn at 
(407) 926-5475 
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Lakefront - 23 yr. old SWM seeks M to share 
2 BR/I BA cottage on Lake Triplet, near 
Casselberry Golf Club. Tile flr. screened 
porch, covered parking, dock being built. 
N/smokers & serious students preferred. 
$425/month + utilities. Call Mike days (407) 
823-3138 eves (407) 282-7112 x 7628 
Male roommate wanted to share a 3 bedroom 
house 10 minutes from UCF. W/D, 
$300/month, utilities included. Contact Doug 
679-8291. 
CLUBS 0 
The Big House 
7:30 Fridays Student Union Cape Florida 316 
A Campus Crusade for Christ Meeting. 
E-mail: crusade@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu 
UCF Butokukan Cluh, Now in our 14th 
year! Art, Sport and Self-Defense!!! Co-Ed 
beginners classes now forming. No experi-
ence necessary! Classes are T & Th 8-10 pm 
in the Ed Bldg's multipurpose room (MPR), 
Call Chris al 497-1I51 for more information. 
MISC. 
Seeking handsome, healthy, intelligent men 
between the ages of 20-35 to participate in a 
paid anonymous sperm donor program.Must 
live in the Orlando area and be willing to sign 
a one year contract. For more information 
regarding this program, please contact 
(407)834-8333 between 9 am & 4 pm. SERI-
OUS INQUlRlES ONLY! 1 
* Ass1sTANT MANAGERS* 
Join NA UTICA at the 
University of Central Florida Career Fair 
Wed., Sept. 15 and Thurs., Sept. 16 
If you are enthusiastic, highly motivated and 
possess excellent leadership skills, we have a 
position for you. NAUTICA, America's leading 
men's sportswear/outerwear manufacturer is hiring a 
Management Team for our new Factory Stores 
opening December 99 in Orlando and Sawgrass. EOE 
We offer a very competitive salary, benefits package 
with excellent opportunity for advancement. If 
you are unable to attend, mail/fax resumes to: 
NAUTICA Factory Store 
Orlando Candidates: Sawgrass Candidates: 
215 Outlet Village Blvd. 1816 94th Drive, #A190 
Lebanon, TN 37020 Vero Beach, FL 32966 
F #: (615)449-7251 F #: (561)770-2293 
attn: Cathy attn: Dani 
nautica factory store 
·P 
~ 
,. 
~ 
September 15, 1999 
S up tlie opportm1ity! 
get youY 
tYaTispoTideY at tne 
StudeTit UTiioTI ! 
Bartel will be broadcasting live! 
the party patrol will hook you up with giveaways. 
AUTHORITY 
www.expresswayauthority.com 
For more information call: (407) 82E-PASS 
Bpplebee's" 
Neighborhood Grill & Bar 
Presents 
S+u ~ en+s- i+s- v our 
chance +o ~ee+ 
Coach Kruc2e(( 
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Knights drop 
three matches 
in the bayou 
JEFF CASE 
STAFF WRITER 
Two seasons ago, the UCF 
volleyball team traveled to LSU 
and easily won the Tiger Classic 
Tournament. Last weekend's per-
formance at the LSU Invitational 
is proof that a lot can change in 
two years. 
The Golden Knights (1-6) 
lost all three games at the tourna-
ment, ·falling to Tulane 
(9-15, 7-15, 7-15), LSU (2-
15, 14-15, 10-15) and the 
University of Louisiana-
Lafayette (9-15, 15-13, 9-15, 2-
15), formerly known as the 
University of Southwestern 
Louisiana. 
Piper Morgan continued her 
strong start of the season, leading 
UCF with a 10 kill, five block 
match against Tulane while 
Samanta Andisco led the team 
with eight kills against the 
Greenwave. Senior Stephanie 
Noiseux led UCF with 16 kills, 
10 digs and a .480_ hitting per-
centage against LSU, while 
Morgan added 14 blocks against 
the Tigers. 
Susan Rosenberger and 
Cassy Kerner combined for 20 
kills against UL-L on Saturday 
night, with Rosenberger adding 
nine digs to lead the team. 
Freshman setter Becca 
Saldana was selected to the all-
Toumament Team following the 
event Saturday. 
She had 30 assists versus 
Tulane, 28 against LSU, and 35 
against Louisiana-Lafayette to 
finish with 93 in UCF's 10 
games. She also added eight kills, 
18 digs and four blocks, while 
tallying match-highs in all three 
categories. 
UCF returns home for a 
week before traveling to the 
University of Montana next 
weekend. It will be UCF's first 
ever game against Montana as a 
part of the three-day long 
Montana Invitational tourna-
ment. The Knights will play the 
Grizzlies at 9:30 p.m. on Friday 
and will play the University of 
Idaho on Saturday at 2 p.m. fol-
lowed by a match against the 
University of Portland at 7:30 
p.m. 
The Grizzlies went 9-18 last 
year, including a 7th place finish 
in the Big Sky Conference. The 
Knights have not played Idaho 
since 1994, a three game loss to 
the Vandals in the NCAA 
Tournament that year. 
Idaho is no longer at that 
level, as it finished just 15-14 last 
year and did not make the NCAA 
Tournament. UCF's game against 
Portland marks the first game 
between the Knights and Pilots, 
who finished 11-16 last season. 
Following the Montana 
Invitational, the Knights will 
return to the UCF Arena for the 
first time since September 3. The 
Knights will host the UCF Fall 
Invitational on Sept. 24 and will 
not return to the road until 
October 8 for a match against 
Jacksonville State University. 
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Female athletes 
at risk For triad 
of problems 
STUART DROWN 
KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSPAPERS 
AKRON, Ohio - On the 
outside, Erin Shank looked every 
bit the fit athlete. 
The 17-year-old runner took 
pride in the muscles and toned 
look she gained from track and 
cross country training. 
Inside, however, she had the 
bones of a 60-year-old woman. 
When doctors treated Shank 
for stress fractures - five in all -
they found she had osteoporosis 
or brittle bones. The condition is 
common in women past 
menopause, but rare in teens. 
Asking more questions, they 
found that Shank fit the profile. of 
a syndrome called fem ale athlete 
triad, a combination of health 
conditions that can leave a 
woman with permanent bone loss 
and, some doctors believe, f ertil-
i ty problems. 
The triad describes three dis-
tinct but interrelated conditions: 
eating problems, a suspended 
menstrual cycle known as amen-
orrhea, and bone loss. 
It starts with eating, or the 
lack of eating. 
Many women athletes are 
obsessed with losing weight. By 
burning more energy than they 
take in over a long period of time, 
their body fat drops below 
healthy levels, triggering a hor-
monal reaction in the brain that 
stop ... s the ovaries from producing 
estrogen. 
Without estrogen, a 
woman's body doesn't absorb 
enough calcium to maintain 
healthy bones. · 
"It's always such a shock to 
see girls who appear to be in such 
good condition have this prob-
lem," said Dr. Joseph Congeni, 
who heads the sports medicine 
department at Children's 
Hospital Medical Center of 
Akron. "The brittle bones we see 
in a woman going through the 
change of life we see in teen-age 
girls." 
As doctor to UA's dance pro-
gram and women's club soccer 
team, Congeni has the authority 
to bench women whose weight is 
too low or whose body fat per-
centage falls below the safe range 
of 10 percent to 13 percent. 
No hard statistics exist on 
how many female athletes may 
have the triad. But some surveys 
suggest that between 15 percent 
and 60 percent of women athletes 
have some form of eating prob-
lems that serve as the starting 
point to the syndrome. 
In mild forms, disordered 
eating might mean a fixation on 
losing weight or simply poor 
nutrition. In more serious forms 
it becomes an eating disorder, 
such as anorexia nervosa or 
bulimia. 
Anorexia is a disorder 
marked by extreme fear of gain-
ing weight that leads to self-star-
vation. Bulimia is marked by 
often secret binge eating fol-
lowed by self-induced vomiting 
or the ingestion of large amounts 
of laxatives or diuretics. Both 
have large psychological compo-
nents, often family-related, that 
defy easy treatment. 
Athletes who suffer from the 
triad are found most often in 
sports where performance is 
judged by others or where a slim 
physique helps - gymnastics, bal-
let, diving and long-distance run-
ning. 
Attention given to eating 
issues and amenorrhea or sus-
pended menstrual cycle over the 
past decade has raised awareness 
in women's sports at the college 
level. Few women who have the 
syndrome have the stamina to 
make the cut at the college level 
anyway, said Marylin Bowman, 
director 1.;f sports medicine at the 
University of Akron. 
"Female athlete triad" dates 
to 1992, when a group of doctors 
and sports physiologists started 
seeing the combination of prob-
lems and the resulting stress frac-
tures. Two years later, concerns 
about female athletes with eating 
disorders spiked when world-
class gymnast Christy Henrich 
died of anorexia nervosa and 
bulimia at 22. 
Health professionals like 
Congeni and Bowman, however, 
worry that the message isn't get-
ting through to the parents of 
adolescent girls. 
Younger athletes often are 
more vulnerable to worries about 
body image and aren't under the 
close eye of sports trainers. 
And in younger girls, a key 
tip-off - amenorrhea - is harder to 
pick up because their cycles 
aren't always regular. 
The adolescent years are 
critical for bone development and 
determine a woman's peak bone 
density, an important factor in 
their bone health later in life, 
Congeni said. 
With a normal diet, athletic 
activity enhances bone health. 
Without the right nutrition, how-
ever, even exercise can't offset 
the long-term effects of amenor-
rhea, Congeni said. 
Getting teen athletes to face 
the problem is difficult, said 
Donna Fleck, a registered dieti-
cian at Children's Hospital. 
Treatment for the triad 
includes large doses of counsel-
ing, estrogen and calcium. But 
while aggressive treatment can 
stop bone loss, girls with the syn-
drome aren't likely ever to 
achieve their previous peak bone 
health potential, Congeni said. 
"These girls are very 
focused on what they are doing, 
and very demanding of them-
selves," Fleck said. 
Army ,JlQ'fC schola±ships 
pay off twice, with money 
toward your education 
and i-.s · :;fi~'.!ir~ ~~lj m ,~ 
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Army hospital. Hundreds 
of nursing students win 
Anny ROTC schol~-
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''. S1."'ps1every year. ... ou 
can, too. Apply now! 
IRMl ,:ROTC 
nu:1iSMlll£n'IOBllE·C:OURSE tou·cn 111£ 
Fin<,\. o-..t more.. Call 823-2430 
or 5383 or stop by ~railer 501. 
As one of the nation's fastest-
growing IT companies, we 
specialize in a fUll range of 
services from supplemental 
staffing to consulting and 
project management. 
At the .heart of TEKsystems' 
continuing success is 
people like you. People with 
a passion for selling our 
services to Fortune 500 and 
Blue Chip clientifrom any one 
ofl 00 TEKsystems locations 
throughout the United States, 
Canada and Europe. 
People with both character and competence. 
11.e~ple who have fuq and work ha.rd. 
Come be a,,patt .. ot our ·winning sales .. feam. 
Visit us at the Career Fair 
on Wednesday, September 22! 
TEl<systems College Relations 
:> rAttn: ~Linda Habrock 
7301 Part<waycDrive 
'Ha_novet, MD 21076 
fax: 407..'.88S-5368 · 
e-mail: lhobreck@teksystems.com 
www.teksystems.com 
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Senate Election Dates 
~ J,J,,,~ !JM&, 
EC - Conduct 3 meetings to explain 
Sep 15, 20, 28 election statutes and answer questions 
(one to be held before Petition of (1st Meeting) 
Cand., and one after). 
EC ~procure posters and advertise in 
_Sep 13~14 
student media 
Petitions mav be obtained Sep20 
Declaration of Candidacv Sep27-29 
EC - Check Qualifications of Sep30 Candidates and post names 
EC - Notify tickets and student media 
of date, time and place of Candidate Sep30 
Forum 
Senate Election News Senate Elections Oct4-8 Run-Off Elections Oct 11-15 
• Election Statutes Chap 605 C: • Senate Election petition forms may be picked up in 
the Student Government Association office on and after 
Septmeber 20. SGA of&ce is located in the Student Union, 
Room 214. 
• Election Commission has set dates for the explana-
tory meetings regarding Senate Elections. Election stat-
utes and any questions will be explained and answered 
during these meetings. They are as follows: 
The expenditure limit for each candidate for a spe ... 
cific college seat in the Student Senate shalt be one hun-
dred dollars ($100. 00). For each candidate ronning an 
At-Latge seat in the Student Senate, the expenditure limit 
shall be one hundred-fifty dollars ($150.00). 
Wednesday, Septemb&- 15, 2-3:30pm 
Charlotte Harbor Dining, Room 3 ! 3, Student Union 
Monday, September 20, 1-3pm 
• -Senate Elections will be held Oct 4-8 under the tents 
located in front of the Math and Physics Building, Edu-
cation Buitding, Business Building, and the Student • 
Union. 
Charlotte Harbor Dining, Room 3_13, Student Union 
Tuesday, Septembet 28, 12:30-2pm Paid for by the Student Activity and Service Fee " 
Key West, Room 218D, Student Union through the Student Government Association 1 
Plan to attend UCF's 
Fo.111006 q,oree,r S,x,~& 
Wednesday, September 22 
UCF Arena 
Io a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Dtsw.ss Mreet <U'td. 
emf»logMUtt Of'~~ 
· wttk 200+ emf»logers 
Visit the CRC's website at 
www.crc.ucf.edu 
for a list of participating employers 
S~bg: 
iiOCF 
CAREER 
RESOURCE 
CENTER 
J • 
/' 
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UCF SPORTS INFORMATION 
UCF Arena gets new floor 
The UCF Arena, where the Golden Knights stage volleyball and men's and women's basketball games, has a new look. Gone is the ancient looking UCF 
logo, which had the words UCF in front of a logo of the state. It's been replaced by the new UCF sign which is gold instead of yellow and instantly 
upgrades the Arena to a Division-I worthy facility. The UCF Arena logo has also been added, currently replacing the TAAC logo. 
www.intotheknights.com 
Eye exams and contact lenses provided by independent 
doctors of optometry located at: 
1'EARJI VISION™. 
SAME DAY SERVICE IN MOST CASES. 
WE'LL MATCH ANY COMPETITOR'S PRICESI 
ALTAMONTE 
SPRINGS 
834-9727 
DR. LARSON 
600 E. BOSTON AVE. a 
CORNER HWY. 436 
FASHION SQUARE 
MALL 
894-1559 
DR. GARONE 
3461 E COLONIAL DRIVE 
OVIEDO 
MARKETPLACE 
366-2240 
DR. SANZO 
FLORIDA MALL 
438-2974 
DR. NGUYEN 
8001 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM 
TRAIL 
NEAR ADAMS MARK HOTEL 
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Sports ,Schedule 
Friday, September 17, 1999 
'Wnmen's So9cer . 
1:00JUU @ ~,orida Atlantic 
.. ··:,:;; ... :\: .. :.@,· ...... ' • "-- ~­*No discounts or other coupons apply. Offer good only at participazing locations. Guaranteed to meet or beat local competitor price on same product. Certain restrictions apply. No exchanges on lenses after IO days. 
Exam fees non-refundable. Present coupon prior to eye exanL Pearle and Pearle Vision are trademarks of Pearle. Inc. e 1992 Pearle, J11c. The patient & any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pa.i; ca11cel payment or be 
reimbursed for payment for any other service, examination, or treatment which is performed as a result of and within seventy two (72) hours of respollding to the advenisemelll for the free, discounted fee, or reduced fee service. examination or treatment. 
l 
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You're on the phone. You're search-
ing our extensive database for the 
perfect match to your client's 
request You must produce by the 
end of the day. The client is countM 
ing on you. Your account manager 
is counting on you. The office is 
Onsite is looking for dynamic people who want to join a young, 
growing company full of opportunities. You can become an 
active member of a team of dedicated salespeople and 
recruiters who provide staffing solutions to hundreds of com-
panies across the nation. These are internal, permanent, 
salaried positions with full benefits. 
We provide one week of formal training at our Baltimore, 
Maryland training facility where you will learn the skills you 
need for success. Then you will receive one week of training 
at a local office where you will experience firsthand what sets 
us apart from the rest. And, as you grow into top sales and 
management positions, we'll provide training and support all 
the way. 
Onsite is a successful, growing company that is opening new 
offices on a regular basis. We are a leading provider of 
staffing to the Commercial, Environmental and Energy indus-
tries. We promote from within and truly want to see people 
succeed. Talk to us to see why thousands of people have 
chosen Onsite. 
• Truly dynamic work environment! 
• Great salary, great benefits and bonuses! 
• We can place you in one of ou.r 120 locations 
throughout the U.S. 
... 
-.-==.. 
-
A!NSITE 
SEE~ COMPANIES 
EOE, M/FJDN 
ran you compete? 
supporting you. One hour left. Will you be able to ring that bell signaling to the entire 
office you've met your client's request? Can you highMflve 30 people in under a minute? 
Maxim Group, a leader in providing exceptional 
Information Technology consultants to a variety 
of clients nationwide wants to know, can you 
compete? If you can, then Maxim Group is 
interested in you. 
maxim graup 
Can you p-ut things into perspective? 
Can you build the type of relationships 
necessary to be successful - enduring? 
Can you take a moment and give a part 
of yourself to a team member, to a 
consultant, to a client? 
? 
I 
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Mack breaks 
through early 
at Florida 
TRAVIS BELL 
STAFF WRITER 
Tailback Edward Mack 
broke through the Florida defen-
sive line and got in the open field 
for a 42~yard touchdown run on 
UCF's opening possession 
against Florida, quieting approxi-
mately 85,000. 
It was one of UCF's lone 
highlights, a~d unfortunately for 
Mack, one of the few times he 
got to touch the ball. 
"I was feeling good at that 
time because it was great to come 
out and score a long run against 
the Gators," Mack said. "I felt 
that we could do it all night, but it 
didn't happen that way." 
By the time UCF had anoth-
er established drive that didn't 
end it disaster, Florida was 
already ahead 21-7 and UCF was 
trying to fight its way back and 
was forced to the air attack to do 
so. The ground game was not a 
key component in that comeback 
attempt. 
Mack ended the game with 
57 yards on only four carries, but 
the rest of the backfield couldn't 
get anything going. ·Mack used 
his quickness and agility to make 
his way through the line and 
break free in his few attempts. 
"I felt like I did pretty good, 
and the opportunity was there," 
Mack said. "I think we're gonna 
go out there and try to run the 
ball again." 
Despite Mack's perfor-
mance, the Knights only gained 
68 yards on 26 carries against 
Florida. Mack knew the ground 
game wouldn't be the easiest way 
for the Knights to move the ball, 
but he and his teammates were 
confident about what they could 
do. 
"We knew that we weren't 
gonna break every run, but we 
thought we could keep on pound-
ing the ball," Mack said. "The 
coaches said all week that we 
were gonna run the ball. We 
watched film and found some 
spots, and our confidence is still 
there." 
Some spots were found and 
the Knights should have some 
confidence after outscoring 
Florida 13-10 in the second half. 
Penn still may throw the ball 50 
times in UCF's upcoming upset 
bid at Georgia Tech, but the run-
ning game needs to be as eff ec-
tive as Mack was against the 
Gators to open up the field. 
UCF played in front of the 
biggest crowd to every see one of 
its games, and the crowd seemed 
to b~ a problem early on for the 
Knights as the mistakes piled up. 
Mack thinks the team needs to 
take this game as a learning expe-
rience. 
"A lot of times we shot our-
selves in the foot, but we came 
back and still worked hard," 
Mack said. "I think the thing 
we'll take out of this game is 
learning how to focus in a big 
crowd. We felt we could beat this 
team, but we shot ourselves in the 
foot a Jot of times." 
GT offense is 
potent and deadly 
FROM PAGE 36 
those sacks has come against a 
starter (Johnson). 
The Knights secondary will 
also have its hands full at wide 
receiver with GT's Kelly 
Campbell and White. Campbell 
burned the FSU defense for a 
seven catch, 141-yard, one· TD 
performance on Saturday. 
White should also pose a 
problem for UCF. The burner 
caught two passes for 118 yards 
against the Seminoles, including 
an 80-yard touchdown. 
"These guys are probably 
going to have it in their minds to 
look past us, but that's the wrong 
thing to do," junior running back 
Edward Mack said. "We're the 
underdogs and we've been like 
that ever since r ve been here. So 
that's a little more reason to go 
out there and work a little bit 
harder." 
UCF may need to throw the 
ball to have a chance against 
Georgia Tech. 
The Yellow Jackets allowed 
262 passing yards and 41 points 
to FSU. Georgia Tech also 
allowed the Seminoles to score 
two rushing touchdowns, which 
could play to UCF's advantage. 
The Knights' receivers had 
an open field to work with 
against Florida's weak secondary 
and should face a similar situa-
tion in Atlanta on Saturday. 
Georgia Tech's secondary returns 
only two players from last year's 
Gator Bowl champion team, 
while its interior defense boasts a 
strong linebacking corps. The 
game kicks off at 7 p.m. 
') 
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VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK . 
Team Effort 
Through last Friday's 4-2 
loss to Purdue, 11 different UCF 
players had scored goals for the 
Golden Knights. Nicole Cieslak, 
Sara McDonald, Amanda King 
and CC Guillian, all members of 
the Knights' highly touted fresh-
man class, lead the way for the 
team with two goals apiece. 
Others who have tallied for UCF 
include senior Margrette Aufant, 
juniors Cally Howell and 
Claire Kohake, sophomores 
Michelle Anderson and Jackie 
Kutudis, and freshman Julia 
Eraso. 
"I can't even keep track," 
said Coach Amanda Cromwell. 
"There's no one dominant player 
scoring. They can't shut us down 
by just taking out one player." 
Along with the variety of 
players scoring goals for the 
Knights, there have also been a 
number of players assisting on 
those goals. Led by Michelle 
Anderson and Cally Howell with 
three each, the Knights have 
seven different players with 
assists. 
Amanda King, Nicole 
Cieslak and Wendy Wiltsey have 
also contributed with two assists 
apiece_, while Julia Eraso and 
Brooke Asby have added one 
assist. 
"We have key people all over 
the field that can score, and it's 
great," said Coach Cromwell. 
''As the season goes on I'm see-
ing more and more people step it 
up and show that they're impact 
players for us." 
Seeing Yellow 
One of Cromwell's biggest · 
complaints about the Golden 
Knights first few games was the 
team's lack of physical play. 
UCF quickly corrected that situa-
tion, committing 20 fouls and 
picking up three yellow cards in 
the two games of last weekend's 
Huntington Banks/Reebok 
Soccer Classic. · Brooke Asby, 
Noelle Brown and Claire Kohake 
all were issued a yellow card in 
the Golden Knights' tightly con-
tested game against the Northern 
Illinois Huskies. Asby's warning 
came in the ffrst half, while 
Brown and Kohake each received 
their card for hard slide tackles in 
the heated second half. 
"As a coach I actually like to 
see that," said Cromwell. "It 
means we're fighting, we're bat-
tling, and we're ready to be phys-
ical. We showed a lot of heart." 
UCF's physical play will 
have to be controlled however, as 
it does not want to lose any play-
ers to ejections during its upcom-
ing road trip to southern Florida, 
including games against Florida 
International and Miami 
University. 
Conditioning 
Over the course of the past 
two weeks, the Golden Knights 
have played in two tournaments, 
the Hunington Banks/Reebok 
Soccer Classic held at UCF and 
the Boilermaker Challenge Cup 
at Purdue University. 
Each tournament has forced 
them to play two games in three 
days, testing their conditioning 
and endurance. 
"I think [the team's condi-
tioning] was pretty good," said 
Coach Cromwell. "Not where I 
would like it to be, but it's getting 
better each week." 
The Knights will have to be 
in top shape in preparation for 
their upcoming slate of games, 
which include two games in three 
days this week against Florida 
International and Miami (Fla.), 
and also against TAAC oppo-
nents Campbell University and 
Georgia State next week. 
"It's getting better each 
week," said Cromwell. "Just 
playing these two [tournament] 
games has helped ... If we weren't 
there over this weekend, we built 
this weekend at the very least. We 
have a lot of games like this 
where we only have one day off 
in between." 
By playing games close 
together during the season, the 
Golden Knights are preparing 
themselves for the grind of the 
TAAC Championship 
Tournament at the end of the 
year, when everything is on the 
line and a loss would end their 
season. 
_DAVID MARSTERS 
!iho1:!i! Your lnforma1:ion Hit: ••. 
disln1iuted by College Pre5$ Exchange 
Playing Hard Ball 
fee&ng underpaid? In an animalhouse.com 
poll, 14% of students feel it's 
fair that baseball players make as 
much money as movie stors1 considering 
players have trained for years. 
25% feel players aren't 
worth the money, and 61 o/o 
said that no one deserves 
that kind of money. 
brought lo you by www.animalh.ouae.com 
Aerotek is a national leader' in contract services and 
co11$Ulting. In this skyrocketing $100 billion"a.·year 
indtistry, Aerotek is leading the-way as the most inn<Y 
vatiVe and Jorward·thlnkitJ& contract seniees 
provider in the u~s. 
We're acti\'ely recruiting people with clnlr.icter. 
- Aerotek is searching for high-eneigy people -
people who thrive on excitement and team spirit-
people interested iD playing aQ active role in the 
development of new cllenls, contract professionals, 
and consultants. · 
You'll begin your career with us ~ a .recruiter. 
Joining the Aerotek team, you'll juggle pJans and 
projects to sell the nation's top professionals on pro-
'<iding their senices to Aerotek; then provide them 
with. jobs working for our top clients - clients like 
American Express, AT&1'i coca-Cola, and many more. 
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Now bui:ld a 
future with 
Aerotek" 
At Aerot~ a memo~le luture can be just ahead wilh: 
.A A competitive salary plus bonuses, stock 
awards, and fully paid benefits. 
A. Training and development tor promotion 
into professional ·recruiting, sales. and 
management. 
.A Nationwide opportunity with more than 
90 branches acl'.Ois the U.S. 
Send your resume or questions to us at: 
Aerotek College Relations 
Attn: lJnda Hobrock 
7301 Parkw'.t.y Drive 
Hanover. MD 21076 
fax: 407-889M5368 
e-mail: lhobrock@aerotek.com 
See us at the Career Fair on 
Wednesday, September 22! 
z,.. .. ' ' ' < , , , , ~' .... , , ~ , , (- ~ ~ ', ... •'" ,.... 'l ~ ' 
www.aerotek.com 
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK 
Men's soccer team cracks South 
Region Rankings 
Fresh off a pair of weekend wins in 
the UCF Soccer Classic to open its season, 
the University of Central Florida men's 
socce~ team ranked in a 10th place tie in 
the first National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America (NSCAA) 
Division I South Region Poll. 
The Golden Knights tied South 
Carolina (1-1) and fellow Trans America 
Athletic Conference member Stetson (2-
0). UCF was one of four Trans America 
Athletic Conference teams that placed in 
the top 10 in the coaches' poll. The 
TAAC's four listed teams were the most of 
any conference represented. 
At the UCF Soccer Classic, Stetson 
defeated Georgia Southern 3-1 and Long 
Island 3-2 in overtime while UCF as host 
defeated Long Island 4-1 and Georgia 
Southern 7-1. "We played well this week-
end without a full team," head coach Bob 
Winch said. "[Freshman midfielder] 
Oyvind Thorin helps us hold the ball well 
and makes great passes. Rami Vehrnas 
played well and, of course, Ari Nurmi was 
excellent." · 
Nurmi, a senior striker, led the team 
with five goals and an assist over the week-
end. Vehmas, the team's captain, tallied 
four assists and a goal during the two-
game span. Another key component to the 
Golden Knights' attack, senior forward . 
·Arno Nurmisto, played limited minutes on 
opening weekend because of Achilles ten-
donitis. 
Jacksonville (2-0) leads the TAAC 
teams at number five in the poll followed 
by Florida Atlantic (2-0) at number seven. 
Jacksonville claimed the championship 
trophy from its own invitational over the 
weekend as the Dolphins defeated UMass 
3-1 and Drake 4-1. Florida Atlantic took 
home the title from the FIU Invitational 
after defeating Rhode Island 1-0 and 
Boston University 3-2 in overtime. 
Cross country women win UCF 
Invitational, men fourth 
The UCF women's cross country team 
rallied for a first-place finish at the UCF 
Invitational Saturday while the men fought 
for a fourth-place finish. 
UCF's Sonja Shedden trampled the 
field of 113 women with a first-place time 
of 18:19.62 in the 5K run . . Shedden fin-
ished more than 20 seconds ahead of last 
year's TAAC champion, Sarah Howard 
(Georgia State), who ran at 18:40.46. 
The UCF women paced the competi-
tion, landing three top 10 finishes. Sara 
Dillman finished seventh at 19:28.72 while 
April Vitori strode in at 19:48.95. 
"The girls were really pumped for this 
race," said UCF coach Marcia Mansur-
Wentworth. "This is the best team we've 
ever lined up and I think this meet is an 
indication of good things to come." 
The men were not far behind as Lou 
Snelling and Steven Cournelius paved the 
way for a fourth place team finish. 
Snelling took tenth out of 125 men in the 
8K with a time of 26:41.02, while 
Cournelius crossed the finish line 19th at 
27:42.43. 
The cross country teams will look to 
build on the impressive start as they travel 
to Raleigh, N.C. next Saturday for the 
Wolfpack Invitational. 
Striegler hires pair of assistants 
University of Central Florida head 
women's basketball coach Gail Striegler 
announced the hiring of La'Tosha Lewis 
and Kristen Gillespie as her first and sec-
ond assistant coaches, respectively. 
Lewis, a native of Houston, Texas, 
joins the staff after spending her previous 
three seasons as an assistant coach, along 
with Striegler, at Stephen F. Austin State 
University. At UCF, Lewis will be working 
with the post players and responsible for 
court workouts, recruiting and scheduling. 
"La'Tosha will make a fantastic first 
assistant. She is a great recruiter because 
she is a strong communicator and very 
good with people," said Striegler. "She is 
very energetic and I am extremely excited 
to have her on my staff." 
In the three years Lewis was a mem-
ber of the Ladyjack's staff, Stephen F. 
Austin won two Southland Conference 
Championships, advancing to the NcA·A 
Tournament three times. Lewis, who was 
responsible for video coordination, pre-
and post-season workouts and academic 
advising and monitoring, also assisted in 
recruiting the Blue Chip Report's 17th-
and 13th-ranked classes in 1997 and 1998, 
respectively. 
The four-year letterwinner (1991-96) 
and three year captain at Stephen F. Austin 
averaged 6.7 points and 5.2 rebounds per 
game over her career, earning all-confer-
ence honors in 1994. A member of four 
Southland Conference Championship 
teams, Lewis finished her career ranked 
third in steals (235) and ninth in assists 
(322) in the Ladyjack's record book. Lewis 
holds two degrees from Stephen F. Austin, 
her Bachelor of Science in kine'siology 
(1996) and her Master's of Education in 
education and kinesiology (1999). 
Gillespie comes to UCF after finish-
ing her playing career at North Carolina 
State University. 
She will be working with the guards 
and responsible for court workouts, team 
travel, and academic monitoring for the 
Golden Knights. 
A native of Tallahassee, Gillespie 
transferred to N.C. State from Auburn 
University after the 1994-95 season and 
played in all but seven games over her 
three-year career there. The team leader in 
assists as a junior, with 84, she placed third 
on the team last year with 73. The point 
guard was selected a co-captain her final 
two years at N.C. State, leading the 
Wolfpack to the Final Four in 1998. 
"Kristen has very good knowledge of 
the game having played under Kay Yow 
(N.C. State head coach) for three years," 
Striegler commented. "She'll be a fantastic 
recruiter for our program. I am very lucky 
to have her as part of the staff." 
Gillespie, who earned Atlantic Coast 
Conference all-Academic honors (1998-
99)' and N.C. State's Student Athlete 
Award (1997, 98 & 99), graduated from 
N.C. State Magna Cum Laude with a 
Bachelor of Science degree in sports man-
agement in December 1998. 
ESPN to replay UCF performance at 
, Cheerleading Championships 
ESPN will replay the Division I-A 
Cheerleading Championships on Friday, 
Sept. 27 at 10 p.m. 
The Golden Knights staged a tremen-
dous performance and finished third in the 
competition. It's worth seeing. 
Men's basketball seeks team 
manager prospects 
The UCF Men's Basketball team is 
looking for some hard working, dedicated 
students to fill Team Manager positions. If 
you love basketball and want to be part of 
a major basketball program, then call the 
basketball offices @ 823-5808. 
_JEFF CASE 
www.ucffuture.com 
~UCF 
Need 10 responsible UCF students for part-time work in 
university phonathon. Start work on Aug. 30th. 
•Good Pay (start at $5.50 per hour) 
• Student friendly hours (9 - 18 hours per week) 
Sunday 1 - 4 pm 
Evenings 6 - 9: 15 pm Sunday - Thursday 
• Glose to campus (Research Park) 
For More Information Call 249-4740 
Ask for Matt Hodge 
EARN UP TO $1000 
By Posting 
Your Lecture Notes 
0 n Ii n e 
408 727-5127 or 
Contact: 
jobs@study247.com 
www.study24-7.com 
revolutionizing 
the way students 
study on the web 
( 
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Key to Victory: Georgia Tech keep inexperienced 
Tech defense on the field 
TONY MEJIA 
SPORTS EDITOR 
How do you take advantage 
of a defense that just got done 
giving up 41 points to the top 
team in the nation? Keep them on 
the field for more. 
Two weeks ago, the Yellow 
Jackets faced one of college foot-
ball's top rushing attacks in the 
Naval Academy, and had to con-
tend with Peter Warrick and com-
pany last week. Both teams 
moved the ball at will. 
Tech's defense is young and 
inexperienced, as only two 
seniors start. Free safety Travares 
Tillman is an All-America candi-
date, but the Yellow Jackets are 
ranked 80th in the nation in total 
defense, 81 st against the rush, 
and 91 st against the pass. 
"They run a more basic 
scheme than some of the teams 
we've faced," Coach Mike 
Kruczek said. "But obviously 
they just got done facing Florida 
State and those boys are hard to 
stop." 
UCF may not have the 
weapons FSU has, but its offense 
is still a potent one. The Golden 
Knights average 409 yards of 
total offense per game and have 
the 14th ranked passing attack in 
the land. 
"We just need to execute. We 
can't have dropped passes or stu-
pid mistakes," Kruczek said. 
Missed opportunities and 
silly turnovers have doomed the 
Knights the last two games and 
will do so against the Yellow 
Jackets as well. Offensively, the 
Ramblin' Wreck is as good if not 
better than Purdue and Florida, 
averaging nearly 500 yards of 
total offense per game, while 
boasting the most efficient quar-
terback in college f~otball, senior 
Joe Hamilton. 
"We've face two of the best 
in (Purdue's Drew) Brees and 
Florida's Doug Johnson. But 
Brees just executed and Johnson 
didn't do anything exceptional," 
Kruczek said. "This kid is differ-
ent. If you close your eyes, he's 
gone right past you for a touch-
down." 
Hamilton has completed 34-
of-42 passes for 526 yards and 
six touchdowns in two games this 
season, without throwing a single 
interception. He's also the most 
mobile quarterback the Knights 
have seen this year. However, 
defensive lineman Fred Harley 
doesn't necessarily think that's 
such a bad thing. 
"We haven't been able to get 
much p~cssure on these drop-
back quarterbacks," Harley said. 
"Maybe if we get a scrambler, the 
movement will open up some 
pass rush lanes and we'll be able 
to get to him." 
If he has time to throw, he'll 
be difficult to spot. Although 
sophomore flanker Kelly 
Campbell is their leading receiv-
er this season, senior Dez White 
is the most feared receiver. White 
has incredible speed and is a deep 
threat. However, he is banged up, 
which may hinder him against 
the Golden Knights. 
The offense has also been 
exceptionally balanced, running 
and passing for over 225 yards 
per game. Unfortunately for 
Georgia Tech head coach George 
O'Leary, he won't have sopho-
more starter Joe Bums available, 
meaning senior Phillip Rogers, 
who is also somewhat injured, 
will start. 
The bottomline for UCF is to 
try to stay with Tech in order to 
keep its running attack feasible. 
The Golden Knights can't afford 
to get behind and have Vic Penn 
pass 55 times like he did against 
the Gators. Defensively, UCF 
must apply pressure on Hamilton 
and not let him get comfortable. 
FSU's defense gave up 500 yards 
to Georgia Tech, meaning its 
unlikely that UCF can stop the 
Jackets. They must hope to bend 
but not break, avoid giving up big 
plays, and out-score· a potent 
offense. 
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Name change hopes to 
clear up small school 
distinction for UCF 
FROM PAGE 36 
light on Saturdays, particularly if 
they pull of an upset or two and 
become recognized as a danger-
ous team to play. 
However, when those upsets 
are recorded, the name UCF 
needs to be on the scoreboard. 
Watching ESPN's Sports Center 
after getting home from 
Gainesville in the wee hours of 
the morning, I saw highlights of 
No. 10 Georgia Tech's exciting 
performance against top-ranked 
Florida State, a 41-35 loss. Listed 
below the score were FSU 's and 
Tech's next opponents. If I didn't 
have a trip to Atlanta on my itin-
erary next weekend, I would have 
wondered why the Yellow Jackets 
were playing the Canadian 
Football League's University. I 
didn't know they had one. 
I promise you, the percep-
tion around the country is similar . . 
That's why the lJniversity has 
requested to be referred to as 
UCF. 
"There's a stigma attached to 
directional schools. Central 
Michigan, Eastern Michigan, 
Northern Illinois, Northeast 
Louisiana," Marini said. "We 
want to be known as UCF, much 
like TCU, SMU, LSU, UCLA. It 
may take a while to get around, 
but that's our eventual goal." 
Northeast Louisiana and 
Southwestern Louisiana have 
gone as far as changing the name 
of their institution to avoid the 
directional stigma. They are now 
the University of Louisiana-
Monroe and the University of 
Louisiana-Lafayette. We don't 
want to be known as the 
University of Florida-Orlando, 
for obvious reasons, so we have 
to hope UCF catches on. 
The bottornline is this uni-
versity doesn't want to be known 
as a small school. Ironically, 
we're bigger than most. One of 
these days, those around the 
nation will realize that. When 
UCF rolls of the tongue of the 
nation the way USC does, we'll 
know we've arrived. Until then, 
the journey will be confusing and 
frustrating. It will make it all the 
sweeter when it comes to pass. 
Are we clear, E.Sports 
Network, Amer. Broadcasting, 
C.Broadcasting, Nat!L 
Broadcasting? It's UCF. 
<. 
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Student Government Senate Allocations 
7 /1/99 to 7131/99 
Bill# Organization Name Purpose Amount 
C & 0 - Office Supplies 
AOOl AMSOCOFMECHANICALENGINEERS OFFICE SUPPLIES & ADS $150.00 
A002 LEAD SCHOLARS ASSN OFFICE SUPPLIES $150.00 
A003 MUSLIM STUDENT'S ASSN OFFICE SUPPLIES $150.00 
A004 ST ALUMNI ASSN OFFICE SUPPLIES $150.00 
A005 TAU BETA PI OFFICE SUPPLIES $150.00 
A006 CREW CLUB OFFICE SUPPLIES & COPIES $105.00 
A007 AM SOC OF QUALITY OFFICE SUPPLIES $150.00 
AOOS INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS OFFICE SUPPLIES $150.00 
A009 BUS. ADM. COLLEGE COUNCIL OFFICE SUPPLIES $150.00 
Total C & 0 - Office Supplies Sl,305.00 
C &0-Travel 
ROOl ARMY ROTC WASHINGTOND.C. ENTRY FEE $1"50.00 
R002 CARIBBEAN ST ASSN FCSA CONFERENCES $1,000.00 
R003 COLLEGE DEMOCRATS REGISTRATION, AIRFARES, HOTEL $1,000.00 
R004 CREW CLUB 1999 REGATTA $1,000.00 
ROOS FLORIDA ENGINEERING SOCIETY WEST PALM BCH ANNUAL MEETING $1,000.00 
R006 INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS CONF. IN A1LANTA, GA $990.00 
R007 MUSLIM STUDENT'S ASSN 36TH ANNUAL ISNNMSA CONV $1,000.00 
ROOS ST ALUMNI ASSN 1999 SAA/SF INT'L NETWORK CONY. $1,000.00 
ROQ9 TAU BETA PI 26TH INT'L CONF., LA, CALI $1,000.00 
ROIO UCF OFFICIAL'S ASSN REGISTRATIONS, HOTEL, MILEAGE $600.00 
ROll IEEE (INSTITUTE FOR ELEC.& ELECTRONIC ENGIN.) ACM/IEEE '99 SIGGRAPH CONF. $985.00 
R012 ST ENTREPRENEUR SOC ACM/IEEE '99 SIGGRAPH CONF. $984.00 
R013 IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY ACM/IEEE '99 SIGGRAPH CONF. $945.00 
Total C & 0-Travel $11,654.00 
Funded by Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association. 
AT TIAA-CREF, 
WW EXPENSES ARE 
A IDGH PRIORITY. 
A ll financial companies charge operating fees and expenses -
some more than others. Of course, the 
lower the expenses you pay, the better. 
That way, more of your money goes 
where it. should - toward building a 
comfortable future. 
& the largest retirement system in 
the world, 1 we have among the lowest 
expenses in the insurance and mutual 
fund industries. 2 
In fact, TIAA-CREF's 0.35% average 
fund expenses are a fraction of the 
expense charges of comparable funds.3 
It's one reason why Mornings~ says, 
"TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it. !M 
financial services industry." 
A focus on your future 
Of course, expenses are only one factor 
to consider when you make an invest-
ment decision. Morningstar also noted 
our commitment to "consumer education, 
service" and "solid investment perfor-
mance." Because that can make a differ-
ence in the long run, too. 
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people 
would like to spend more in retirement, 
not on their retirement company. Today, 
over two million people count on that 
approach to help them build financial · 
security. So can you. 
To find out more - give us 
a call or visit our website 
1 800 842-2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
I Bued ..,$250 billion in-wider lllllllpllellt. 2 Sl4n'JoN rJp.,....;J,,__,,R4Jing1wt1y.W, 1999; and Lipper Analytical Semcea, Inc., lifpet-.Dirmtr~'~llil. /999 
(guarterly). '5~1tv V.uW/t bwUtiUli/e, 6/30l1999. Of the 6.332 wriable &Dlluities tradt.d by Marningmr, the•-. fund bad total f.a ~annual apemes of 0.84% 
plua an inaunnce ezpeme of 1.26%. TIAA-CREF apmta ate 1Ubject to change and are not guonnteed far the future. Put perfumance ia no ~ of. Nlllft resulta. TIAA-CREF 
Individual and lnatitutional Servica climliuteo CREF cati6catea and interes11 in the TIM Ru! i:..- Account Far mare complete infarml!ion, including dwp and upen-. call 
1 800 842-2776. eztenaion 5609, fur prmpectu-. Reod them rMefully before you invat ar oend """"'Y· 
'Lot::nu'1.1 ciur1ua ruLure • :)r 
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Smith makes impact 
1 against Gators 
I 
JEFF CASE 
STAFF WRITER 
When junior Rachaud Smith 
visited his father in the Bahamas 
in the fall of 1997, Smith saw it 
as a return to the country in 
which he was born. But before he 
would return to the United States, 
three strangers made Smithfs trip 
more memorable. 
As he walked out of his 
fatheris apartment one night, 
three men approached Smith and 
his dad. 
"They tried to rob us in front 
of his apartment," said Smith, a 
junior linebacker. "I grabbed one 
of the guys and one pulled out a 
machete and hacked me right 
across my left wrist. 
"At first, I thought he hit me 
with a stick, I didn't know it was 
a machete. You have your adren-
aline pumping and when we got 
to the hospital, thatfs when I 
started feeling the pain." 
Although they came away 
with no money or valuables, the 
robbers did manage to almost 
steal something from Smith:- his 
football career. 
The cut put Smith on the 
operating table, where he ' had a 
metal plate and screws inserted 
into his arm to stabilize the 
injury. He found himself in a cast 
for six months and sat on the 
sidelines . during the Knights' 
spring practice. 
"Wh.en it happened, I was-
kind of in disbelief. I was like 
ethis can't be happening to me,'" 
Smith said. "It was rough to 
watch the team go through spring 
practic~ and I couldn't be a part 
of it at all. 
"That was rough, I had a 
chance to contribute a good bit 
that year, but when I hurt ·my 
arm, that really had me down." 
Continuing to work out on 
his own while rehabilitating his 
arm, Smith returned to the team 
in time to play in 1998. Although 
he practiced on the team and 
played on special teams, Smith 
failed to make an impact with 
UCF's defense. 
It wasn't until Saturday's 
game against the No. 4 ranked 
Florida Gators that Smith finally 
got his chance to make an 
impact. Against UF, Smith had 
two tackles in his first career start 
and also caused a fumble and 
recovered another fumble. 
Smith said it was the oppor-
tunity he had been waiting for, 
and it couldn't have come against 
a better team. 
"We shut them down for the 
most part in the second half, we 
caused a fumble and recovered 
it." Smith said. "It does good 
things for my confidence. It 
shows we can do things on 
.defense, we just need to execute 
better. I was excited, getting my 
first start against Florida. Live 
been waiting to play them for 
three years and that's a dream 
come true." 
Defensive coordinator Gene 
Chizik was impressed with 
Smith's hustle in the Knights 58-. 
27 loss to the Gators. Chizik said 
Smith's detennined effort is what 
he likes to see from his entire 
defense. 
"He came in there today and 
did a nice job. He's an intelligent 
guy, he knows his responsibili-
ties," Chizik said. "He stepped up 
today and gave us a lot of help. 
They didn't quit, they didn't give 
up and he's a prime example of 
that. That's what We've got to 
have, we were outmatched 
tonight, but they kepr fighting 
right on down to the end." 
For Smith, fighting for what 
he wants is something he's gotten 
used to. 
.::I~1 n1z3. ,[/':· .. Lo. ·»<": •·· • • j~ ·. ..•• .• . . ~ ••...•. i.. .. .. ·· ..• .. c. 
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK 
First Blood, Part II 
For the second week in a 
row, the Knights were able to 
create a turnover and score first. 
UCF (0-2) kicked off to the 
Gators, who had a three play, 
39-yard scoring drive working 
when sophomore Ricot Joseph 
picked off UF quarterback 
Doug Johnson's pass. 
The Knights then compiled 
a nine-play, 84-yard scoring 
driye capped by a 42-yard 
touchdown run by junior tail-
back Ed Mack. 
"They had some great ath-
letes on their side of the team 
and it helped us to get that long 
nm, that really helped our con-
fidence," said Mack, who led 
UCF with 57 rushing yards. 
"If we can establish the 
run, we can do something with 
the ball. I think these guys real-
ize we got a little more respect" 
Last week against Purdue, 
l.JCF (0-2) received the opening 
kickoff and drove 63 yards on 
11 plays to take a 6-0 lead. 
On the Boilers opening 
drive, the Knights picked off 
Drew Brees' second pass only 
to end up missing a 40-yard 
field goal. 
The Knights intercepted 
Gator QB's Johnson and third 
stringer Kevin McKinnon once, 
but only Johnson's pass resulted 
in an eventual Knights' score. 
"It's good we're making 
turnovers, we have to capitalize 
off the turnovers we get," cor-
nerback Jeff Fye said. 
"All of them are bound to 
make big plays, just like on our 
side. We've got guys that can 
make big plays, so shutting 
them down is a hard thing to 
do.'' 
Bulletin Board Material 
Orange and Blue 
Illustrated, a University of 
Florida sports magazine, pro-
vided motivational material for 
the Knights. 
The magazine reported that 
UF's second and third team 
units could easily defeat UCF's 
first team. 
The magazine went on to 
say that Saturday's UCF game 
would be a 'n~ce dress 
rehearsal' for UF's upcoming 
game against Tennessee n~xt 
weekend. 
"Our team gets confidence 
off the least little thing," Fye 
said. "They were all jacked up 
because of the Orange and Blue 
saying this will be a nice dress 
rehearsal for Florida. 
A_nything that's negative 
towards this team, they just take 
that in stride and confidence is 
just higher and higher." 
UCF played most of its 
first team against the Gators 
second and third team units in 
the second half, outscoring UF 
13-10. 
"We're not going to give up 
against whoever you put on the 
schedule," Mack said. 
"It doesn't matter if we're 
playing the 49ers or Oviedo 
high school, we're going to play 
hard. We didn't give up. That's 
our main goal and that boosted 
a lot of people's confidence for 
next week." 
SpeciaJ teams get mixed 
reviews 
UCF's special teams, 
which struggled against Purdue 
last week, showed some signs 
of improvement. 
On the good side, place 
kicker Javier Beorlegui was 
three for four on extra point 
attempts after going one for two 
against Purdue. 
On the negative side, 
Beorlegui and the special teams 
continued to struggle in its 
punting game. Beorlegui, when 
given enough time, averaged 
39.5 yards per punt. 
But, that statistic does not 
include an 11-yard punt that set 
up a two-play UF scoring drive 
o; a blocked end zone punt the 
Gators recovered for a TD. 
"[Long snapper Mike] 
Hedge did and excellent job this 
.week, Vic was holding great," 
Beorlegui said. 
"Special teams did a lot 
better. There were a couple of 
little minor errors that became 
big errors, but we 're getting 
better and better. 
"I don't blame [the block] 
on the linemen, it was a team 
thing that we all failed together. 
I don't blame it on one person." 
Coach Mike Kruczek said 
UCF's turnovers proved fatal 
against the Gators. 
"It gives a great team like 
Florida momentum, and you 
just can't do that," Kruczek 
said. 
"We talked about eliminat-
ing mistakes. Obviously, we 
haven 't gotten all the bugs out 
of it yet. We'll go back again 
and try to work on technique." 
It doesn't get any easier 
Defensive coordinator 
Gene Chizik had his hands full 
against the Gators, trying to 
stop one of the best multi-
faceted offenses in the nation. 
To prove .the point, six dif-
ferent UF receivers caught 
more than two passes against 
the Knights while no regular 
rotation UF running back aver-
aged less than 4.5 yards a carry. 
"They're phenomenal, their 
skill level is first class and their 
offensive scheme is why they're 
one of the best offensive teams 
in the nation every year," 
Chizik said. 
"They proved it tonight and 
like I said, our kids kept fight-
ing. I see some steps in the right 
direction, but it seems in some 
cases we take three steps for-
ward and two steps back. 
"We've got to look at 
every~hing and see where the 
mistakes lie, they mainly lie in 
communication with every-
body. I think it's new kids, 
young kids, we're trying to run 
personnel in and out. We've got 
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UCF braved the elements of Florida's large fan contingent and took it right down the field for a touchdown on the 
game's opening possession. 
to get better at that." 
The Knights travel to 
Georgia Tech on Saturday to play 
the 13th ranked Yellow Jackets. 
After allowing 384 passing 
yards to Johnson and UF's talent-
ed receiving corps, Chizik will 
Tuesday - Friday 
try to slow down GT quarterback 
Joe Hamilton and favorite targets 
Dez White and Kelly Campbell. 
Chizik said the UF game 
allowed him to experiment with 
the defense's depth, which could 
help UCF down the road. 
1 0:00 pm Sunshine Network Live! 
Friday, September 1 7 
7:00 pm Dodge Florida High School 
Champions Series: Kissimmee 
Osceola @ Lake Wales (LIVE) 
Sunday, September 19 
11 :00 am NFL This Morning 
Monday, September 20 
7:30 pm PrimeCo's Buccaneer Diaries 
get an all-access inside look 
at the Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
Clicl< on the message board at 
www. sunshinenetworl<.com 
**~h~~~J~J~Wc~Not~hcfn~~e 
"I know there was an oppor-
tunity for a lot of kids to play 
tonight, and that was good," 
Chizik said. 
"They need to play in games 
like this to be able to count on 
them in games down the road." 
I 
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CFF STAFF PHOTO 
UCF's offensive line held up better against UF then it did against the 
Boilermakers, giving quarterback Vic Penn time to throw for 379 yards. 
Simple errors cost 
Knights early lead 
FROM PAGE 36 
in a game. You just have to put 
those things behind you and 
move forward," senior wide 
receiver Charles Lee said. "It 
hurts because we move the ball, 
and then something happens and 
we turn it over. You can't do 
those things against this caliber 
of team." 
On UCF's second possession 
on a third-and-one from its own 
24, Page Sessoms fumbled the 
handoff from Vic Penn and the 
Gators recovered. Seven seconds 
later, the Gators were in the end 
zone. 
With the ensuing kickoff, 
UCF got a personal foul penalty 
to start the drive from its own 
eight-yard line. Kenny Clark 
dropped a would-be first down on 
the opening pass, and then a bad 
snap resulted in an 11-yard punt 
that led to another easy Florida 
touchdown. 
The fourth drive ended 
because of a crucial penalty. 
After gaining three first downs, 
UCF was flagged for a 14-yard 
holding penalty that negated a 
long first-down run by Penn. It 
set the Knights up with a second-
and-23 that resulted in a punt. 
"I don't want to put the 
blame on anybody because we 
didn't execute every play," ·Penn 
said. "The offense did .a lot of 
good things tonight. And we 
can't do it all the time? because 
we 're gonna make mistakes 
because we're a young football 
team." 
As the mistakes were piling 
up for UCF, the points were pil-
ing up for the Gators. 
Three UCF turnovers led to 
17 points for Florida, and three of 
the Gators' scoring drives totaled 
only 46 yards. The Gators had 
that little part of the field to 
cover. 
"Turnovers and penalties 
will kill you every time," Penn 
said. "We've got to eliminate 
those and keep them to a bare 
minimum, and hopefully come 
out against Georgia Tech and do 
some better things." 
Things got worse for the 
Knights when a punt was blocked 
and there were no visible mis-
takes made on the play. The 
block resulted in a touchdown 
and a 40-7 lead for Florida. 
The start of the second half 
typified the night for UCF. After 
the opening kickoff, UCF started 
from its own 20 and Penn was 
sacked for an 11-yard loss and 
fumbled. It was recovered by 
Florida inside the 10-yard line, 
setting up its only touchdown of 
the half. 
"I think we executed better 
in the second half,'' Lounsberry 
said. "I was disappointed that we 
'came out and fumble that first 
snap. We need to go back and 
keep working to ·get better." 
When UCF was not making 
mistakes, it was able to drive 
through the Florida defense. The 
Knights totaled 44 7 yards in the 
game, and it averaged 5. 7 yards 
per play compared to 6.0 for 
Florida. However, the Gators just 
capitalized on UCF's mistakes. 
All in all, UCF had nin.e 
dropped passes, three penalties to 
, negate first downs, four 
turnovers, and three mistakes on 
special teams flooded the list of 
errors. The Knights need a better 
outing than that against a Georgia 
Tech team that put up 35 points 
in a narrow loss at Florida State, 
the No. 1 in the country. 
"I don't think we played 
well enough, but we did some 
good things," Lee said. 
"However, we also did some 
things that were unsound and not 
character-like for our team. All 
we can do is go back this week 
and prepare to not make those 
same mistakes corning up." 
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Knight fans witness history with trip to Florida 
Last Saturday was a night 
that Golden Knight football fans 
have been dreaming about for 
years. A chance to see their team 
play football with with the 
national power that lives up the 
road, the University of Florida 
Gators, only 2 hours from 
drive by the Knights culminating 
with a touchdown, quickly 
caused a panic switch to flash in 
the minds of both the Knight fans 
and Gator fans. The Knight fans 
were scared to believe with mem-
ories of Purdue fresh in their 
minds. And all too suddenly 
Doug Johnson and the 
Gator offense gave the 
Knight fans reason to 
Orlando. Watching 
the first game in the 
Gator-Golden 
Knight series proved 
to be an opportunity 
all too hard to pass 
up for many Knight 
fans. 
, • be scared, by marching 
down the field and 
;lly,,,11f •Eli~~og . feverishly returning 
the Knights favor. 
The pregame festivities sur-
rounding famed Ben Hill Griffin 
Stadium in Gainesville, seemed 
to be peppered with eager black 
and gold clad fans looking to 
bring some style and pinazz to 
the gaudy blue and orange fash-
ion scene. 
Eric Waterman enjoyed sha,r-
ing some positive pregame con-
cerning the showdown between 
UCF and UF. 
"Looking forward to a good 
game," Waterman· said. "They're 
going to feel pretty silly after we 
win." 
Gametime came all to soon 
for the fans, as most began the 
trip from their chosen pregame 
camps up to the stadium in order 
to catch kick off. Reminiscent of 
a week earlier against Purdue, the 
Knights looked solid to begin the 
game. The Gators took the open-
ing kickoff down the field only to 
be intercepted in the red zone by 
the Knights. A rabid stadium of 
Gator fans turned eerily silent as 
thoughts of "upset" possessed the 
minds of Knight fans. A solid 
Chris Hayword, a UCF Grad 
student took notice of the similar-
ities between the Gator and 
Purdue games. 
"We (UCF) make stupid mis-
takes and they tum into points for 
the other team," Hayword said. 
florida took command and 
cruised to a 58-27 win. The sec-
ond half was highlighted with 
with the Knights outscoring the 
Gators 13-10. Vic Penn became a 
positive for the fans very early in 
the game, · showing extreme poise 
and patience against a relentless 
Gator defense. His effort 
throughout the game was enough 
to make many Knight fans look 
forward to future games. 
"Vic Penn showed a lot of 
characte:· today and threw all over 
one of the best teams in the coun-
try," said UCF junior Chris Ewin. 
"I'm really looking forward to 
see the future of Golden Knight 
football." 
Eric Watson, a UCF Senior, 
saw positives in the play of Penn 
but also noticed some problems 
with catches that need to be made 
in the clutch by Knight receivers. 
CFF STAFFPHOTO ~ 
Many UCF fans made the trip up to Gainesville to see their Golden Knights invade the "Home of the Florida Gators". 
Thanks to its tremendous homefield advantage, UF has won 29 consecutive home games. 
"Vic Penn is putting . the 
passes right on the numbers and 
the receivers can't come down 
with them." 
UCF junior Jose Del 
Compilo also notes the problems 
possessed by the Knight 
receivers. 
"The receivers dropped a lot 
of passes but they'll get better 
with a little experience," Del 
Compilo said. "But I'm very 
impressed by the UCF fan 
turnout." 
Felipe Guerrero, a UCF 
sophomore, points out that the 
Gator game was a moment when 
UCF fans came together to repre-
sent a school and show that the 
experience of cheering on a team 
in defeat is what builds character 
and unity. 
"I'm a little disappointed, 
but being a UCF Knight you have 
to cheer them when they do well 
and stand pehind them when they 
fall and I'm just happy to be 
standing behind them having a 
good time." 
University of Florida Junior, 
Tony Pietrisko expressed his 
delight at his schools win over 
the Knights by supporting his ~ 
Gators. 
"It was a good game. UCF 
scored first but we scored more 
frequently so that's the way we 
like it." 
However, after a long day of 
. . . . I! 
cheermg m Gamesville, UCF stu-
dent Kirk Mormon summed up 
the thoughts of all the Knight 
fans after the game. 
"Orange and Blue are ugly 
colors." 
• 
• 
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Mistakes doom Knights in··-loss to Gators ) 
TRAVIS BELL 
STAFF WRITER 
UCF mistakes have had the effect of 
an avalanche through the Golden Knights 
two games this season. One error lead to 
another and snowballed until UCF was 
buried. 
That was the case in Florida's 58-27 
victory against UCF .this past Saturday in 
Gainesville. 
Whether it was turnov~rs, penalties, 
dropped passes, or bad snaps, these mis-
takes can't be made by the Knights if it 
hopes to compete against Georgia Tech 
and Georgia. 
"Certainly the mistakes hurt us early," 
offensive coordinator Paul Lounsberry 
said. "We didn't score the points that we 
wanted to early, but I really think that we 
made some improvements and if we can 
eliminate those turnovers and dropped 
passes, we'll have a decent team here." 
The game was a near replica of UCF's 
contest against Purdue, as UCF marched 
down the field on its opening drive and 
scored early to take a 7-0 lead. Then the 
mistakes began to pile up by the dozen. 
"It's really frustrating, but there are 
gonna be good and bad things that happen 
SIMPLE, Page 33 
For more on the UF/UCF game: 
~ Fans witness history at Swamp - p. 34 
~ Rachaud Smith makes impact in first career start - p. 31 
~ Tailback Edward Mack breaks through early in game - p. 27 
~ Football notebook - p. 32 
UCF acceptance lies in death 
of 'Central Florida' name 
Everytime ESPN, ABC, 
CBS, NBC, or any other media 
outlet outside of Orlando posts a 
score involving the 
Golden Knights, 
those around the pro-
gram cringe. 
that we're playing against univer-
sities that have been around play-
ing football for over 100 years," 
UCF Athletic Director 
in charge of media 
relations John Marini 
said. "We have to be 
patient and keep mak-Inevitably, the 
words Central 
Florida appear across 
,,.,._, .. ,.-...... ~ ,.,.,.,."" .. ,.,,,.,,"., ing the progress we've 
the screen. Or equally bad, Cent. 
Fl, Cent. Fla, C.Florida, C.Fla or 
any conceivable variation except 
forUCF. 
Ironically, that's what the 
school has asked to be ref erred to 
as. Their wishes have yet to be 
met. 
UCF is striving for accep-
tance in a world that is, in a word, 
snobbish. The Golden Knights 
are an independent, college foot-
ball's equivalent of being home-
less. They must pay their dues 
before being included into the 
exclusive club of college foot-
ball's best. 
"You've got to understand 
been fortunate enough 
to enjoy." 
Unfortunately for the 
Golden Knights, time may be 
running out. The superpowers in 
college football have talked about 
establishing a superconference, 
taking only the top teams in the 
top conferences and pitting them 
together, while lumping everyone 
else into a lower version of 
Division I. That puts added pres-
sure on schools like UCF to put 
themselves in position to move 
up to the upper echelon when the 
time comes. 
President John Hitt, Athletic 
Director Steve Sloan, Marini, and 
other key figures at UCF are 
doing their best to get UCF in 
position for success. That's why 
the Golden Knights.' September 
schedule is littered with Top-25 
opponents. The money generated 
by playing these games helps 
fund the entire athletic depart-
ment, increasing UCF's strength 
in all sports. 
A conference berth is 
inevitable, somewhere down the 
future. Until then, the Golden 
Knights sports teams must 
strengthen their hold on the 
TAAC. That's one way UCF can 
make itself more of a household 
name. 
Another is to play the type of 
schedules in football that they 
have lined up. Syracuse, 
Clemson, Virginia Tech, Tul(\ne, 
Penn State, Arizona State, 
Georgia Tech and Florida will all 
line up opposite the Golden 
Knights in the 21st century. That 
puts UCF in the national spot-
NAME, Page 30 
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Florida's Doug 
Johnson tossed 
four touchdown 
passes in the 
first half 
against the 
Golden Knights, 
three of which 
went to star 
wideout Travis 
Taylor, as the 
Gators built a 
48-14 halftime 
lead.' 
Knights prepare for 
sting of Yellow Jackets 
JEFF CASE 
STAFF WRITER 
Tech squad on Saturday. 
The Yellow Jackets (1-1) are 
ranked 13th in the latest 
UCF encounters its third ESPN/USA Today Coaches Poll 
ranke~ opponent in as many and, until Saturday's 41-35 loss 
weeks, travelling to Georgia Tech to No. 1 Florida State, were in the 
for a contest hunt for a 
against one of National 
the top passing Championship. 
combinations in Hamilton, who 
the nation, passed for more · 
Reisman trophy than 2,000 yards 
candidate quar- and 15 touch-
terback Joe downs last sea-
Hamilton and son, leads the . 
Dez White, one Yellow Jackets. 
of the country's top big-play Against FSU on Saturday, 
receivers. Hamilton completed 22 of 25 . 
It won't be the first time passes for 387 yards and four 
UCF(0-2) has made the trip to touchdowns, running for one 
Atlanta's Bobby Dodd Stadium score himself. 
and hopefully, it will be as mem- Although he is known as a 
arable than the Knights' last visit versatile QB, FSU stuffed 
in 1996, with a slightly different Hamilton's rushing attempts, 
ending. allowing him only one yard per 
Participating in their first carry. 
season as a Division I team, UCF UCF will have to find a way 
entered the game 2-5, en route to to pressure Hamilton on i 
a 5-6 season. _ Saturday, although the Knights' 
That year, UCF was 0-5 defense has struggled to get pres-
against its Division I opponents sure on QBs. \ 
up to that point, including losses Against Purdue's Drew 
to South Carolina, New Mexico, Brees and Florida's Doug 
Ball State, Northeast Louisiana Johnson, neither of whom have 
and East Carolina. UCF lost to Hamilton's mobility, the Knights 
Georgia Tech 27-20 in practically had only two sacks. Only one of 
the last minute that season, but 
faces a much different Georgia 
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